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EDITORIAL
Spring has sprung, and like the
weather things are hotting up, with
plenty of work being undertaken
through the mushroom marketing
and R&D projects. One of the key
things I try to achieve in putting
together the Journal is to keep you
all informed across the breadth
of projects; however, I am always
conscious that you are all busy and
there is a lot to read, digest and get
through. With the AMGA now printing
and distributing a hard copy (in
addition to the electronic and online
versions), I hope you can settle back
and read the Journal when you have
the opportunity.
Since the last Journal, some of you
have been contacted by Judy Allan to
undertake a quick survey about how
we communicate through this Journal,
the Industry Update e-newsletter,
videos and the AGORA pest and
disease website. I would sincerely like
to thank those who were contacted
for giving up time and providing the
type of candid responses that are
needed to continually improve the
communication process.
Based on the feedback from the
survey, mushroom marketing is top of
mind for just about everyone in the
industry. You will be pleased to know
that we have again included extensive
coverage of the marketing program in
this edition. The first story covers the
current marketing program, and there
is a review of the last financial years’
activities and coverage of projects
being undertaken to educate children
and health professionals about
mushrooms. If you want to know what
is happening with the marketing,
it is all there, and if I have missed

This project has been funded by Hort Innovation, using the mushroom
research and development levy and contributions from the
Australian Government.

anything, or you would like to ask a
question about a particular aspect,
please let me know, and I will follow
it up in the next edition.
This edition has two stories from
the Pest and Disease project,
highlighting the availability of pest
and disease clinics and coverage of
recent workshops. As usual there is
plenty of material there to add to
the collection of valuable pest and
disease information.
This Journal also has several stories
to let you know how some of the
recent projects are progressing. The
stories include an update on the
project examining novel approaches
to mushroom waste streams,
the examination of substrate
alternatives, ag-tech investments
and climate change. There are also
two technical articles on composting,
covering optimising nitrogen
transformation and developing a
database of biomarkers for quality
control. These are all valuable
investments for industry, and I
would encourage you to take the
time to update yourself on what is
happening.
As usual, if you have any feedback
on the articles or would like to
make some suggestions for future
editions, please let me know.

Chris
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AMGA

CHAIRMAN’S REPORT
In this update, I would like to touch on several topics including the disappointing market results in spite
of activity and learnings from our Hort Innovation marketing team; commentary from our grower/
members; and the related role and activities of Hort Innovation. I will also give my opinion of how this can
all be shared more readily with our members so that they have a sense of comfort that the best possible
outcomes are being sought, and also discuss the efforts of the AMGA to keep accountability in plain view.

Tim Adlington, Chairman,
Australian Mushroom Growers Association

There is no doubt that we feel the
pain of low prices for mushrooms
at retail. From what I can see and
hear, no-one is immune, and the
AMGA certainly understands times
are tough. The question everyone
is asking is “what can we do about
it?”. The simple answer is that there
is no quick fix, and to understand
why, we need to look calmly at the
situation, and the steps being taken
to address the issue. Marketing
strategies are on our minds, and the
current situation is being thoroughly
considered and evaluated.
LOOKING BACK
Over the past year it has been a
market rollercoaster, with peaks and
troughs in production significantly
impacting on price and returns. At
our recent AMGA Board meeting
it was explained by a Neilsen
representative that the reported
2.7% decline in volume (demand)
over the past 12 months (during the
52 weeks leading up to June 2019,
as indicated in “Harvest to Home”
data) was essentially price-driven.
As prices increased furiously due
in large part to supply shortages,
mushrooms came off the menu – in
foodservice and homes.
CURRENT STATUS
Discussions indicate production
has improved, with some growers
reporting a 10% increase versus
year-ago. The supply capacity has
increased versus the same time
last year, prices are down, and
it is taking time to get back into
some sense of “balance”. Whether
it is home prices, stock markets,
or mushrooms sold, values rise
and fall, and sometimes they rise
too fast. As evident in the first
week of September, supply-demand
economics came into play as
curtailed production resulted in an
upward trend of pricing. It is clear
2
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the extra product on the market
versus year ago has been a downward
force on pricing and supported the
conclusions put forward by Neilsen.

turning and establishing long term
attitudes toward consumer purchase
behaviour is more of a marathon
than a sprint.

Compounding the low prices is the fact
costs have shot up, mainly on the back
of higher demand for wheaten straw
driving up the price of compost. The
drought is impacting on costs at a time
when prices are unable to sustain any
further increase in costs of production.

CLOSING REMARKS

MOVING FORWARD
The primary role of the marketing
program, managed by Hort Innovation,
is clear - to increase demand for
mushrooms. As industry members, we
have a holistic farm/business focus,
so when a situation like the current
one occurs, it is our role to seek
clarity, to further understand our levy
investments and to draw attention to
broader industry issues.
The AMGA, through its representation
on the SIAP, regularly discusses the
marketing program in-depth and has
asked Hort Innovation to analyse the
available consumer data and consider
where changes can be profitably
made. To their credit, they have gone
away and looked carefully at the
figures, and according to the Nielsen
Homescan data, demand over the
past six months (Feb 2019 – July
2019) has grown compared to the six
months prior (Aug 2018 – Jan 2019).
The volume purchased by consumers
during Feb – July 2019, is also
higher than the same period the
year previous. However, from March
2019 onwards, the price paid for
mushrooms was less than the same
time last year. What this tells us is
consumers have been purchasing more
mushrooms than they were in the back
half of last year (and the same time
last year) but paying less for them.
Naturally enough this does not solve
the immediate problem for producers,
but does highlight that short-term
solutions, when considered in supplydemand economics, are a patch at
best, and we need to consider that

My opinion, based on discussions at
the SIAP meetings, listening to the
marketing team, and at AMGA Board
meetings, is that recent available
data is being used to make effective
and calculated decisions on how
to spend the investment for the
best possible return. Our role on
the SIAP is to discuss investments,
give advice and provide a vital link
between meeting the priorities of
industry and helping Hort Innovation
make decisions on investments.
Critically, we need to continually
ask questions about how funds are
allocated, without fear or favour.
Hort Innovation understands the
importance of this and works to
continually improve and refine the
way they market our product.
You can be assured that the AMGA is
playing its role in drawing attention
to the situation and working with
Hort Innovation to continually strive
for improvements. In this edition of
the Journal, you can read about the
marketing plans for the coming six
months, and I would encourage you
to update yourself on how the funds
are being spent.
If you have questions or concerns,
please take the time to talk to an
AMGA Board member or one of the
industry representatives serving
on the SIAP. You can view the SIAP
member list (and more about the
mushroom fund) by visiting www.
horticulture.com.au/growers/
mushroom-fund/fund-management
We all want a vibrant and profitable
industry, and while times are
currently tough, it pays to focus
on what we can do operationally
at farm level as well as ensuring
our industry levy dollars are spent
wisely.

NEW RELATIONSHIP &
GENERAL MANAGER APPOINTED
The AMGA recently announced the appointment of Martine Poulain to the position as Relationship and General Manager for the Association. Since
her appointment, Martine has been out and about meeting with members and stakeholders to gain a further understanding of the industry. We
interviewed her to find out a little more about what makes her perfect for this position...

Tell us a little bit about your working
background and what attracted you to
the position.
I have come from the Australian
Shop & Office Fitting Industry
Association (ASOFIA), which on
face value is reasonably remote
from mushrooms. My role there
had a strong focus on membership
contact and bringing new members
into the Association. Because
ASOFIA relies on membership
fees to survive, I worked with
coordinators across all the states
to provide relevant engagement
opportunities and events to deliver
real value to members and grow an
active Association. The fact that
AMGA is in agriculture and runs as
a different model attracted me to
the position. While there are many
differences, at the heart of it, the
role is still one of understanding the
needs of membership and ensuring
the Association remains relevant
and plays its part in the future
development of the industry.
I have extensive experience
with membership-based bodies
having worked previously with
the Australian Institute of
Refrigeration, Air conditioning and
Heating (AIRAH) and then with
Family Business Australia. These
roles taught me the value of real
engagement, looking clearly at the
segments within a membership
setting, and ensuring that when
communicating with members there
is an awareness about what they
want out of the relationship.

the moment what is clear and evident
is that there is a real downturn in
profit margins, and growers are
hurting. Members are also looking
to the AMGA for information on the
current situation, and while a lot of
the issues are outside the control of
the Association, we can reassure them
and let them know what we are doing
to look after their interests.

What are some of your immediate
priorities?
With a solid membership background,
I believe we are here to serve our
members, and to do that we need
to be meeting them regularly. The
number one priority is to meet
members, develop stronger links
and encourage them to talk and
have those conversations on issues
affecting their businesses. To have
a strong Association, we need
participation, and we require members
to know who we are, what we stand
for, how their voice is heard and what
action is being taken as a result. We
have newsletters and this Journal, but
a priority for me is to meet with them

face-to-face.
To communicate effectively it is
back to the basics of picking up the
phone, talking, and understanding
how particular growers want to be
communicated with moving forward.
The immediate twin challenges are
to firstly open up the communication
with growers, and then secondly
act as a strong advocate to Hort
Innovation to make sure members
issues are considered appropriately.
Doing this will establish some real
value back to members and let
them know we are listening and
representing their interests.

What is your favourite way of eating
mushrooms?
I have a daughter who was a vegan
for six years, so I was continually
buying mushrooms. My husband is
a very famous risotto maker, and
mushrooms are a staple of that
dish. And I also love it on a pizza.
So those are my two primary go-to
mushroom meals.

You have been out and about meeting
members. Any immediate impressions?
I have been travelling and getting
a “boots and all” introduction to
the industry, which is excellent
from my perspective. It has given
me the opportunity to develop a
basic understanding of the issues
currently impacting the industry. At

Martine Poulain (right) is seen here with Robert Tolson (Premier Mushrooms) and
Karin Freeman (Regal Mushrooms).
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CONTINUED SHARP FOCUS
TO THE MUSHROOM

Marketing Program

When it comes to producing
consistently high-quality
mushrooms, growers know that they
cannot afford to sit back and hope
and pray for everything to fall into
place. On the farm the approach is
to look carefully at every step in
the process and to do everything
possible to ensure production
standards are maintained.
The same approach is adopted when
it comes to marketing, with Hort
Innovation continually reviewing
and refining the program to deliver
a sharp focus to the promotion of
Australian mushrooms.
At the most recent meeting of
the Strategic Investment Advisory
Panel (SIAP), the Hort Innovation
marketing team worked through and
finalised the strategy for the first
half of the current financial year.
The review process included a close
examination of lessons learnt from

previous campaigns and consumer
research, the different media habits of
metropolitan and regional consumers,
consideration of which channels
can deliver reach and presence for
mushrooms, and overall timing of
activity in these channels to maximise
effectiveness.
Working through the strategy
within the SIAP provides industry
representatives with the opportunity
to hear first hand the rationale
behind the approach, and importantly
to discuss and have their input
into how the marketing program is
implemented.
The strategy for the first half of
the 2019/20 financial year has now
been confirmed, with the next wave
of advertising commencing on 1
September. The approach targets
a younger audience and takes into
account consumer behaviour in terms
of shopping and meal planning. (See
Table 1 for an outline of the Australian

Mushrooms marketing strategy). A
targeted approach to regional and
metropolitan media buying has also
been undertaken.
CHANGING CHANNELS
When it comes to marketing
strategy, it is all about getting
the right message out to the right
people through the right channel (or
channels).
For Australian Mushrooms, the
strategy takes into account four
main channels:
•

Television;

•

Out of Home – Street and
transit (bus) / retail;

•

Audio – Radio / Spotify and
Podcasts; and

•

Digital.

In selecting a channel, the marketing
approach takes into account the
format type of the ad, the markets
in which the ad will appear and
the strategic role of the particular
channel.
In the current schedule of
advertising, for example, regional
television has been selected to carry
the Australian Mushrooms messaging
across regional New South Wales,
Victoria, Queensland and Tasmania,
with spots taken in high ranking
programs.
Out of Home (OOH) advertising is
being used to deliver both awareness
and frequency of messages. The
street and bus advertising will
be visible throughout the central
business district and inner-city areas
in five capital cities, providing a
frequent reminder to consumers
throughout the day and outside
the point of purchase. The retail

4
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advertising will deliver messages to
the target audience on their way to
supermarkets, and the proximity will
help to prompt unplanned purchases
of mushrooms.
The audio channel approach, in a
similar manner to OOH, is being
used to drive awareness and deliver
a high frequency of mushroom
messages to consumers. Mushroom
ads will be heard on the capital
city and regional radio stations,
reminding consumers about
mushrooms while they are planning
and thinking about meals. In terms
of audience reach, an analysis of
listening habits shows that 80% of
people have listened to radio over
the last seven days.
Consumer testing of the new radio
creative – communicating taste,
ease and health - was very positive,
with 71% finding it clearer and more
inspiring than previous ads. To listen
to the new radio ads, please click on
the linked images (right).

In the audio channel, this radio
advertising will work alongside
ads delivered through Spotify and
podcasts. The three components
complement each other, with ads
taking into account the listening
habits of consumers across the
day. Radio ads, for example, will be
delivered in the breakfast and drivetime periods, which are peak times
for radio, while advertisements in
podcasts will be provided in the
morning commute and the evening
“downtime” periods, which are peak
times for consuming that style of
audio. Streaming audio hits its peak
over the workdays, and the mushroom
ads have been scheduled to take
advantage of this timing.
The last channel used for mushroom
advertising is digital, comprising catch
up television, YouTube and display
banner advertising. This component
of the program will take place on
a national basis with the strategic
role of creating awareness and

consideration of mushrooms as an
easy (and healthy) ingredient to add
to everyday meals. The use of catch
up television is vital in the targeting
of younger audiences, as research
shows that these consumers are
shifting from regular broadcast to
catch up TV. The use of catch up
television and YouTube will deliver
the mushroom messaging to a highly
targeted audience, and this targeting
will be further refined through the
use of FlyBuys data.
The advertising program will be
supported by additional “below
the line” activities including instore sampling, social media, public
relations and content (website)
activity.

15 Second Ad | 30 Second Ad

Table 1 - Australian Mushrooms Marketing Strategy | June - December, 2019
Australian Mushrooms Journal | 2019 (3)
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TAKING MUSHROOMS
TO MELBOURNE
Food media and influencers
were targeted through
the Taking Mushrooms to
Melbourne promotion. This
promotion delivered 15
hampers of fresh mushrooms,
sourdough, recipe cards and
winter cooking tip sheets to
key Melbourne food media
and influencers.
This promotional activity
drove instant social media
stories and it is expected
that further coverage with
inspiring winter recipes will
be highlighted as a result of
these activities.
MUSHROOM WINTER
WARMERS
Following on from the
previous TRIBE campaign
(see Edition 2) that
promoted the humble toastie,
a new campaign has been
implemented to drive support
for mushrooms through winter.
This campaign is looking to position
mushrooms as the must have
inclusion for winter warmer cooking.
In the same way as the previous
promotion, the campaign will be
delivered through TRIBE, a micro-

influencer platform, designed to
connect Australian mushrooms with
smaller social media influencers.
The way the campaign works is that
Australian Mushrooms is provided
with submissions from multiple TRIBE
influencers, who wish to participate in
the promotion.

With over 119 submissions to date,
the favourite ideas will be shortly
selected, allowing them to be shared
with their audiences to further
broaden the reach of mushrooms
over the promotional period.
The approach adopted through the
TRIBE campaign provides Australian
Mushrooms with the opportunity to
involve a wide range
of people across a
range of channels.
This helps to drive
campaign content and
assists in broadening
the reach and channel
growth for Australian
mushrooms.
Social media
engagement
When it comes to
social media and
Australian Mushrooms,
it is all about providing
fans or followers
with the type of
information that they
want to receive and
share with others.

Some of the delicious Winter Warmers meal ideas received as part of the TRIBE campaign.

6
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Through the Facebook and Instagram
accounts, Australian Mushrooms
publishes content that interests and
engages with people.
Popular Facebook posts are able to
reach tens of thousands of people in
an engaging manner. Posts like the
one shown reach tens of thousands
of people (the most popular reach
over 100,000) and gather hundreds
of comments and shares.
Facebook, along with Instagram
are also used to tap into the
popularity of Australian Mushrooms
Ambassador, Miguel Maestre, linking
to his popular range of mushroom
recipe ideas.
Instagram also provides a great
opportunity to engage with a cross
section of people interested in good
food.
In a similar manner to Facebook
the Australian Mushrooms posts in
Instagram drive engagement with
Australian Mushrooms recipes, with
each post liked by thousands of
people.
In terms of social media, it is all
about content that interests and
engages with people, and that is the
approach adopted for the Australian
Mushrooms Facebook and Instagram
pages.

Australian Mushrooms Journal | 2019 (3)
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Australian

:
A RECAP OF THE YEAR
Over the past financial year,
Australian Mushrooms has been
promoted through a multilayered
marketing campaign, with mushroom
messaging appearing on television,
radio, out-of-home locations, digital
media public relations and social
media channels.
The strategic focus has been to
drive awareness and frequency
for all Australian Mushrooms
campaign communications. In terms
of awareness and inspiration, the
campaign approach has been to
showcase the great taste and health
benefits, while pointing out how
easy it is to use more mushrooms
in everyday meals. The advertising
message has been designed
to prompt the audience to use
mushrooms more often with simple
inspiration and easy to follow recipe
and meal ideas.
The campaign audience has also been
adjusted, with targeting directed at
a slightly younger audience including
SINKS (Single Income No Kids),
DINKS (Double Income No Kids) and
young families.
The following is a report covering
the results achieved across the
individual areas of the campaign.
TELEVISION
The Australian Mushrooms television
campaign commenced on 24 March
and concluded on 20 April 2019. The
campaign was conducted through
not only the major metropolitan
areas but with the addition of
northern and southern New South
Wales, regional Queensland and
Tasmania.
The Australian Mushroom TV

8
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advertising appeared in all three major
networks, featuring in eight of the top
10 rating programs during the second
burst of advertising. In addition to
appearing in shows such as Married
at First Sight, My Kitchen Rules,
Dancing with the Stars and Bachelor in
Paradise, the mushroom message also
appeared in a range of shows across
the News and Entertainment category
including The Project, Nine News, and
A Current Affair.
RADIO
In 2019, radio advertising commenced,
running from 3 February until 16
March and featured Australian
Mushrooms Ambassador, Miguel
Maestre. The “chop chop” campaign
targeted listeners of metropolitan
radio in Sydney, Melbourne, Brisbane,
Adelaide and Perth, with the simple
message of how to make everyday
meals much much yummier.
DIGITAL ADVERTISING
The Australian Mushrooms campaign
was further supported and reinforced
through digital media channels such as
YouTube and Spotify, with national ads
in place covering
the period from
3 March until 6
July.
In the Spotify
channel, a mix of
15-second and
30-second ads
were run, using
Spotify’s streaming
intelligence to
target a younger
audience.
Throughout the
campaign, almost
115,000 consumers

in the age bracket 18 to 34 were
reached, with the ads appearing in
several popular playlists including
Chill, Workout, Party and Travel.
Across the YouTube channel, a
series of three meal based ads were
delivered, featuring spaghetti, pizza
and omelette. While all the ads
managed to achieve high completion
rates, the spaghetti ad drove the
highest number of impressions with
the highest completion rate at 86%.
Over the course of the campaign,
the YouTube advertising managed to
deliver almost 700,000 impressions,
further supporting the messages
carried in other channels.
OUT OF HOME ADVERTISING
Another component of the campaign
was Out of Home advertising, which
was delivered through streetside
bus shelters and panels in shopping
centres. This advertising ran from
3 March through until 11 May
in Sydney, Melbourne, Brisbane,
Adelaide, and Perth and in northern
and southern New South Wales.
The bus shelters targeted consumers

with more dwell time and achieved
a reach of 2.4 million people. At a
retail level a total of 1,046 panels
were purchased for the campaign
with the ads reaching almost 6
million people just prior to the point
of purchase.
CATCH UP TELEVISION
The television campaign was further
supported through the placement
of ads into the popular premium
catch up TV sites, including 10Play,
7Plus, 9 Now, SBS and Foxtel. For
the campaign, catch up television
achieved very high completion
rates using the new non-skippable
15-second format. The fact that the
ads cannot be skipped over allows
punchy messaging to be delivered
and in a way that has good cut
through to consumers.
The catch-up format provides a
highly engaging environment for
Australian Mushrooms to target
the online viewing habits of their
target audience, with ads appearing
in programs such as House Rules,
MasterChef, Five Bedrooms, Lego
Masters, Love Island and The Voice.
AUSTRALIAN MUSHROOMS
AMBASSADOR
Australian Mushrooms Ambassador,
Miguel Maestre, has been kept
busy engaging with consumers
at events across the country and
demonstrating how to cook a
range of delicious meals including
Mushroom Paella. These events
included the Sydney Royal Easter
Show in March and Melbourne’s Good
Food and Wine Show in May.

To further extend the reach of
these two events, the cooking
demonstrations were screened
through Facebook Live video.
Miguel’s recipes and mushroom
cooking tips have continued to be used
and leveraged as part of promotional
activities. His latest recipe “one roll
mushroom wonders” was featured in
Woman’s Day magazine. His top winter
tips were also shared with media and
influencers in Melbourne as part of
the Taking Mushrooms to Melbourne
promotion (see earlier story).
AUSTRALIAN MUSHROOMS
WEBSITE
As reported previously in this Journal,
the Australian Mushrooms website has
been updated, with an increased focus
on a better all-around experience
for users, including those on mobile
devices.
The site has a new look and feel,
with visitors able to
easily access delicious
recipes, pick up some
tips and tricks and
get cooking with
Australian Mushrooms
Ambassador, Miguel
Maestre. Visitors
can also subscribe to
receive regular recipe
updates. In addition to
information covering
the health benefits of
Australian mushrooms,
the nutritional
information on the site
has been simplified to
make it more useful
to consumers and

healthcare professionals alike.
An analysis of user patterns since
the launch in April has confirmed the
following:
•

The electronic direct mail
newsletter and social media
activities continue to drive
traffic to the site;

•

Users are now spending
increased time on the site, with
an average of five minutes on
each recipe page;

•

There is an increased number of
users viewing the site through
mobile phones and devices; and

•

Top recipes continue to drive
page views, with the mushroom
sauce recipe continuing to hold
on to the top-rated spot on the
site.
Australian Mushrooms Journal | 2019 (3)
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EVENTS

FOODSERVICE FARM TOURS

Australian Mushrooms continued
to make its presence felt with its
Mushie Diner caravan appearing
at selected foodie events across
Australia including the Sydney Royal
Easter Show (April) and the Good
Food & Wine Show in Melbourne
(May/June).

As reported in previous editions of
this Journal, Australian Mushrooms
has expanded its activities in the
foodservice area with a series of
farm tours designed to reach out to
foodservice industry professionals.
Foodservice tours were held in New
South Wales (February), South
Australia (March), Victoria (March),
Queensland (June).

Participation in these events follow
a standard approach, with recipe
samples distributed, and cooking
demonstrations held to showcase
a range of easy and delicious
mushroom recipes. The objectives of
these promotions are to: facilitate
product trial through taste sampling;
and encourage higher at-home usage
through cooking demonstrations.

The tours are strategically targeted
at foodservice professionals in high
volume and influencer roles to both
build relationships, and to showcase
the people and the story behind
Australian mushrooms. For many
participants, it is their first-time
on-farm, and the in-depth tours have
provided a unique insight into the
mushroom industry, showcasing the
spawn to market process.

In the example of the Good Food &
Wine Show, the meals were prepared
and demonstrated every 30 minutes

The tours also include an interactive
cooking activity using locally sourced
produce in each state. The objective
of this component of the tour is to
increase the culinary confidence of
participants and to help stimulate
new ideas for using mushrooms on
menus in innovative ways.
between 11 am and 4:30 pm. The
recipes used were the Bolognese
Sauce (gluten-free option), Thai Pork
& Mushroom Meat Balls, and Best Ever
Mushroom Sauce (vegetarian option).
In total 8,850 showgoers enjoyed
a sample and 12,750 accepted a
brochure to trial at home recipe ideas.
This result mirrors the Sydney Royal
Easter Show where over 15,000 tasty
food samples were devoured and over
16,000 recipe brochures distributed.
The highlight of both events was the
appearance of Australian Mushrooms
Ambassador, Miguel Maestre who
entertained with simple tips on how
to make mealtimes easier just by
adding mushrooms. “Chop Chop, and
it's yum!”

10
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The feedback from the tours has
been very positive, with 100%
of the 75 decision-making Chef
influencers indicating that the tour
had enhanced their knowledge of
how Australian mushrooms are
grown and cultivated. Pleasingly
90% of attendees reported
that they plan to incorporate
mushrooms (or more mushrooms)
into their menu planning. Every
attendee indicated that they would
recommend this tour to other chefs
in their network.

HIGHLIGHT QUOTES
“The tour covered a lot of
interesting facts; it was a really
fun, engaging and interesting way
to build on my knowledge base in a
professional environment”
“Fantastic educational day, love the
mystery box challenge/cook your
own lunch at the end.”
“Loved the trip and got a lot of
value out of it, it made me like and
understand mushrooms even more.”
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PHENOMENOM CONTINUES

TO GET KIDS EXCITED
Phenomenom, the educational
program funded through Hort
innovation and aimed at increasing
the education around, and attitudes
towards vegetables amongst
children, their teachers and parents
continues to build momentum.
The brainchild of a teacher,
children’s book author, television
host and ex-MasterChef contestant
Alice Zaslavasky, Phenomenon is
expanding the range of resources
available, with 25 Springboard
videos and 50 curriculum-aligned
lesson plans already completed.
Although the program was initially
commissioned through the vegetable
industry, additional industries such
as mushrooms and onions have
added their support, to educate
children in an engaging kid-centric
manner.
The program is focused on
reconnecting students with fresh
food and engaging with those
students to make
vegetables cool for
kids. The Phenomenon
springboard videos
and Nomcast podcasts
follow a group of
students (the Super
Naturals) in the
classroom of the very
near future as they

explore the world with
their teacher, Alice, and a
few unusual characters.
Each video or podcast
episode comes with a
suite of freely available
Australian curriculumaligned learning resources
to make it as easy as
possible for teachers to
get involved.
The program is all
about research-based
behavioural change. The
research showed that Phenomenom
needed to do away with the “eat
it, it’s healthy” messages and use
humour, music, a simple message and
the presence of children their age in
all the material. The program uses
skits, step-by-step demonstrations,
real-world examples and very “sticky”
facts. It also extends all of what it
calls the fun stuff – the curiosity,
exploration and hilarity – into
authentic learning
opportunities for the
classroom or school
kitchen. All of which is
explicitly linked to the
Australian curriculum.
Research conducted
following the release of
the program showed that
with a single exposure to
the resources, students
learned something new
and were specifically
interested in finding
out more about food
and nutrition. They also
wanted to watch or listen to more
from Phenomenom and to try more
vegetables.
Interestingly the language around
vegetables from the students
move from passive phrases such
as “healthy” and “have to eat”, to
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“interesting”, “fun” and “exciting”.
Stage two of the project launched a
fun and engaging eight-part podcast
titled “Nomcast”, 10-minute audio
episodes packed full of information
and cool facts about food in the
context of health, sustainability,
science, history and technology.
Alongside the podcast series, a new
web episode focused on onions and
mushrooms and featuring maths
whiz Eddie Woo was also launched.
The episode titled - Eddie Woo and
the Fun Guys (who are actually
quite serious) can be viewed at
https://phenomenom.com.au/
Other mushroom related
materials include a Nomcast
titled, ‘Mushrooms: we know they
can improve breakfast, but can
they save the world?’ (https://
phenomenom.com.au/content/) and
an Ag Heroes video titled, ‘How to
be a mushroom grower’ (https://
phenomenom.com.au/interview/agheroes-mushroom-grower/).
Since its launch 12 months ago,
the program has been adopted into
3000 schools across the country,
it has been an inflight feature
presentation on Qantas airlines,
and it has won accolades both
internationally and in Australia.

HEALTHCARE PROJECT
CONTINUES TO
The three-year project Educating
health professionals about
Australian mushrooms, continues
to build momentum with the
delivery of a new Australian
Mushrooms healthcare professional
newsletter, the capture of valuable
information through an Audience
Sentiment Research survey and
the commissioning of a systematic
literature review (SLR).
The project supports the wider
objective of industry in increasing
overall consumption of mushrooms
in Australia. The project contains a
different theme for each year:
•

•

•

2019 - The Mushroom Multi:
Mushrooms are nutritionally unique,
with a focus on vitamin D (for
GPs);
2020 - Not a plant, nor an animal:
Mushrooms are associated with
a wide range of health benefits,
highlighting the findings from
the systematic literature review
(for Dietitians & Nutritionists);
and
2021- More to mushroom than
nutrition: Mushrooms taste
great and are environmentally
friendly, with a focus on the
culinary aspects of consuming
mushrooms (for all other
healthcare professionals
including naturopaths).

The first component of the project
was the development of an Audience
Sentiment Research survey designed
for healthcare professionals. This
survey was designed to capture:
•

knowledge levels of the
nutritional properties and health
benefits of mushrooms;

•

perception and opinions of
mushrooms in the diet; and

•

Build Momentum

behaviour and frequency around
recommending mushrooms.

The results of this survey will help
to inform the strategy and will be
repeated to track changes over the
course of the project. The research
was distributed via the new Australian
Mushrooms healthcare professional
newsletter and designed to align with
the look and feel of the consumer
campaign. The electronic direct
mail (EDM) included an invite to
participate in the research, along with
mushrooms facts which were created
to provide value and encourage
respondents to receive future
correspondence.
These interesting facts were curated
from the research findings, for the
purpose of sharing with health care
professionals. These insights will
feature throughout the program via
the e-newsletter and more. Examples
of these facts include:
•

•

World’s Top Pick- Agaricus
bisporus is the most commonly
consumed mushroom;
Three of the same- Button, cup
and flat mushrooms all come from
the same mushroom, just left
longer to grow!; and

To identify the best approach and
the most up-to-date literature on

mushrooms and health, a research
scope was conducted, which
searched scientific databases
for studies on edible mushrooms
(excluding extracts) and health
outcomes. The purpose of this scope
was to identify the current research
and determine the best approach
for the commissioned systematic
literature review (SLR).
From this report, a decision was
made for the SLR to determine the
nutrient composition and bioactives
of Agaricus bisporus and their effect
on all health outcomes, including all
types of studies (humans and nonhuman studies). The SLR is underway
with over 5,000 titles and abstracts
being investigated for inclusion.
Planning is also underway for two
main upcoming communication
events: The GP conference
presentation/workshop (November
2019) and the Dietitian's Unite
Breakfast (March 2020).
The drafted presentation/workshop
proposal for GPs has been approved
by the conference organisers and is
centered around vitamin D, with
mushrooms showcased as the star
dietary strategy for meeting needs.
The dietitian’s breakfast seminar,
that includes the SLR findings and
practical tips, will be co-hosted with
Simplot and
centre on how
and why to
get people
to eat more
mushrooms and
vegetables.
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PEST & DISEASE CLINIC

AVAILABLE FOR INDUSTRY
Accurate identification of a disease
or pest is the basis of effective
control. Sometimes the cause of
the symptom is easy to identify
because the farm staff have had
prior experience at managing the
problem. But in some instances, new
or different diseases or pests appear
that are not familiar to the farm
staff and farm managers.
At other times the symptoms are not
‘classic’, they do not present as they
are expected to appear, and this can
lead to an incorrect identification.
Often containment and control
measures are species-specific, so
incorrect identification can lead to
ineffective measures being put in
place.
AVAILABLE SUPPORT
A Pest and Disease Clinic is available
as part of the levy funded project
Pest and disease management and
research services (MU16003).
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This advice is available to farms
to assist with getting an accurate
identification. If a problem cannot
be identified remotely from studying
photographs of the issue and
exploring the symptom expression
and disease pattern on the farm, a
recommendation will be made for the
farm to send the sample to the most
appropriate laboratory for testing.
In some cases, particularly where
novel symptoms are expressed, the
Project Team will ask for a sample to
be sent to the Tasmanian Institute
of Agriculture for Project Leader
Warwick Gill to investigate.
Depending on the outcome, and
after consultation with the farm,
the sample may need to be sent for
further analysis. Because of the
biosecurity status of Tasmania, these
samples will need to be accompanied
by the correct paperwork and be
packed correctly, so work will be
undertaken with the farm to make the
process as smooth as possible.

In consultation with the farm, a
preliminary action plan will also be
developed, and once test results are
available, work will be undertaken
with the farm to review progress
and develop an ongoing action plan.
RECENT EXAMPLES
The following photographs show a
range of symptoms recently sent
from mushroom farms for feedback
and identification.
Note that in Figs 1-3, the photograph
includes the growers’ fingers. This
inclusion is a good and easy way of
indicating the scale of the symptom
and the size of the affected
mushroom.
Fig. 4 demonstrates that not all
browning is due to bacterial blotch.
Here, there are spotting, browning,
and pitting symptoms caused by
different pathogens.

Often, the symptom expressed on
a mushroom (Fig. 5) is just one of
numerous symptoms visible on the
bed. By looking at a ‘long’ shot, it is
often possible to evaluate what is
happening on the bed and not just
concentrate on the most obvious
symptom.
Fig. 6 – is that bacterial blotch or
fungal spotting or both?

paper towel to hold the sample in
place.
The paper towel will also absorb
condensation and fluids. Note that
the mushrooms have been cleaned of
casing soil and the symptoms appear
clear of contaminants.

FURTHER INFORMATION:

Project Leader, Warwick Gill
E warwick.gill@utas.edu.au
M 0417 766 588

Pest & Disease Service, Judy Allan
E judyallan@bigpond.com
P 02 6767 1057

Packing is important to ensure the
sample arrives in one piece (Fig. 7).
Here it is important to note that
the grower has sent the affected
mushrooms in a firm container to
prevent crushing and has used a
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WORKSHOPS TO

UPDATE GROWERS

Part of grower engagement
mechanism budgeted for in the levy
funded project Pest and disease
management and research services
(MU16003) is two workshops per
year aimed at providing updates on
new developments and increasing
the capacity of the mushroom
industry to minimise the impact of
existing and new diseases. The final
workshops in the first series were
completed in Queensland in July
2019.
Topics covered included:
•
•
•
•

•
•

New and emerging diseases;
Symptom recognition and
description;
Identifying and managing
disease vectors;
Identifying disease reservoirs
with specific reference to
Cobweb and Bubble;
Spot Treatment Techniques; and
Where to get help.

During the workshops, the emphasis
was that the biology of the causal
organisms is foundational to the
control measures of mushroom
diseases. The disease organisms
causing dry bubble and cobweb were
used as demonstration case studies.

16
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Feedback forms were completed by 23 of the 24 people
participating in the two sessions delivered in July.
To the question:
“How would you rate the workshop overall on a scale from 1 to 10,
1 being poor and 10 being excellent?”
the average overall score from participants was 9.1.
To the question:
“How would you rate the relevancy of the workshop on a scale from
1 to 10, 1 being poor and 10 being excellent?”
the average score from participants was 9.3.
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PRODUCTION WASTE PROJECT

EXAMINES INVESTMENT PAYBACK
The production waste stream
project has moved into the third
phase of activity, examining in more
detail the “payback” or return on
investment for the solutions under
consideration by the project team.
As outlined in the previous
Australian Mushrooms Journal the
project is focused on examining
how mushroom production waste
products, such as mushroom
compost, mushroom stipes and
water, can be used more profitably
to add value to the production cycle.
To date, the project has progressed
through the following phases:
1.

Phase 1 - Discussion with the
Mushroom Industry Strategic
Investment Advisory Panel
to define areas of interest to
be considered as part of the
project.

2.

Phase 2 – Widespread
discussion with growers,

industry and supply chain
participants, and technology
owners, to learn from industry
experience and to determine the
availability of potential solutions.
The project team includes Xinova
Australia head and Project Leader, Dr
Scott Needham and Kyle Kessler from
Asymmetric Innovation.
The team has already taken several
practical steps to examine available
technology and processes in more
detail, as Kyle Kessler explains.
“One of the technologies that we have
talked about previously is a pelletiser,
that can turn mushroom substrate
into pellets of energy. Through
the project, we have looked at the
available global technologies that can
provide the function we need, and we
have engaged companies in the United
States, and in Europe to examine the
capital expenditure and operational
costs to use this technology in the
Australian context.”

“Ultimately, we need to provide
growers with more than one
opportunity on the understanding
that not every option will work
effectively for each and every
grower.”
“It is all about bringing the
technology to the forefront, and
providing more details in terms
of what it would cost to have it
installed and operational.”
The project team is working to
ensure that the solution works in
the Australian environment, and to
determine the core value and energy
potential of the pelletised output.
“As part of the project, we have
worked with a provider outside of
Brisbane to pelletise mushroom
substrate, effectively removing the
moisture from spent mushroom
compost using nonthermal
pelletisation technology.”

Work is underway with a provider to pelletise spent mushroom compost using nonthermal pelletisation technology.
20
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“To follow this up, we have then
taken those pellets and conducted
testing through a Melbourne
laboratory to conduct elemental
analysis and determine the energy
potential of the outputs. The results
of this testing should be available
shortly.”
“The final part of this process is
to assess the makeup of these
outputs against a range of fertilisers
and other soil amendments to
determine the performance of the
pellets as a substitute organic or
natural alternative to manufactured
fertilisers.”
“Importantly, through talking with
growers and through extensive
background research, full financial
models for applying the technology
are being developed. The intention
is that growers can plug in their
individual farm dynamics such as the
tonnages, operational costs (such
as casing and compost costs) and
other relevant inputs and examine
for themselves the most appropriate
technology to consider.”
“In addition to the use of the
pelletiser for on-site energy, the
other potential opportunity is to
sell the pellets for off-site energy
generation. The project is actively
engaged with one third-party
company to explore this aspect on
behalf of the industry.”
“Depending on the results of
the testing, we could work with
this company to draft offtake
agreements and determine how
this process would work, including
transportation costs and any

additional capital expenditure
required.”

potentially work for Australian
mushroom producers.

The team has also engaged with
cutting edge solutions such as two
shelf life-extending technologies in
the United States and one in Japan.

“Our next step is to finalise the
current work and assemble the
findings to present them back to the
industry.”

Mr Kessler said while this project
has looked extensively at the spent
mushroom substrate, the theme of
food waste has become more and
more prevalent in discussions, and
there is a percentage of edible waste
that is a potential opportunity.

“Ultimately, the entirety of the
business models and subprojects will
be made available at the conclusion
of the project. This report will
also include full details of all the
individuals and companies that were
approached and consulted as part of
the process, to allow producers to
pursue any opportunities that they
may identify independently.”

“We have sourced an innovative
approach that involves spraying
or dipping fresh mushrooms in a
natural protein solution derived from
silkworms to extend the shelf life of
the product.”
“Experimental testing of fresh
mushrooms is now underway, and
if successful it would be a worldfirst for the mushroom industry
that would provide the Australian
mushroom growers with a competitive
advantage over other horticultural
products in Australia.”
The intention of the team is for the
project to present a range of up to
8-9 individual “sub-projects” that have
been tested technically and from the
perspective of business fit.
Along the way, some subprojects
initially discussed with industry have
been discarded, with due diligence
suggesting the business case is
not strong enough to proceed. An
example of this was work considering
the capture of CO2 produced during
mushroom growing for use in
greenhouse production.
“Discussions with experts in the
greenhouse and algae farm industries
highlighted the fact that CO2 was a
low priority in terms of source inputs,
so it was discarded as a realistic subproject to pursue further,” Mr Kessler
said.
He explained that where options were
considered and then not pursued, the
information would be presented back
to the industry so participants could
understand the rationale behind the
decision.

Pellitised compost is currently being
analysed to determine its energy
potential.

The project team has indicated
a willingness to work further
with industry participants at the
conclusion of the funded project.
“While our investigations and report
will identify opportunities that can
be further assessed at an individual
farm level, our companies (Xinova
and Asymmetric Innovation) are
available to work with companies,
outside this project, who wish to
further progress these solutions.”
“We are available to work with
companies to refine the solution for
their own particular business and
make introductions to the partners
that we have already engaged as
part of this project,” Mr Kessler said.
A final update on the project will be
included in the Australian Mushrooms
Journal (Edition 4 - 2019).

FURTHER INFORMATION:

Kyle Kessler

E kyle@asymmetricinnovation.com
M 0421 907 822

Dr Scott Needham

E sneedham@xinova.com
M 0439 135 268

Mr Kessler said the sub-projects were
fully considered and where a business
case could be made a full suite of
due diligence and testing was being
undertaken to examine how it could
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COMPOST SUBSTRATE

ALTERNATIVES BEING CONSIDERED
To anyone outside the industry,
mushroom growers would appear
to be “drought-proof” enjoying the
luxury of growing indoors, with no
real care about the weather. But the
severe drought gripping southern
Australia has exposed the reality,
with the decreased availability
of wheaten straw placing real
pressure on growers to consider
the feasibility of compost substrate
alternatives.
With this problem posing a
clear and immediate priority for
the industry, a Hort Innovation
project - Feasibility of compost
substrate alternatives for mushroom
production (MU17007) - has been
established to consider the issue.
Project manager, Dr Julia Jasonsmith
from Murrang Earth Sciences has
partnered with Dr Kevin Wilkinson
from Frontier Ag and Environment
to work through the options and
come back to the industry with
recommendations.
She explained that the priority for
the project was to find alternative
substrates for wheaten straw for
use in the mushroom composting
industry.
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“The industry knows that there is
currently a decreasing supply of
wheaten straw, with a combination
of drought conditions and increasing
competition from the livestock
industry reducing availability. Farming
practices designed to increase the
carbon content of soils are also
playing a part, with many producers
moving toward increased stubble
retention.”
“With wheaten straw being the major
substrate for mushroom compost, this
decreased supply looms as a serious
concern for the industry over the
longer term.”
Dr Jasonsmith said the first step
in the project was to examine the
scientific literature and determine
which alternative substrates could
potentially be viable for use by the
industry.
These alternatives range from spent
mushroom compost, corn cobs, chicken
litter, different manures and even
non-composted substrates like coffee
grounds, lignocellulosic waste or
dry plant matter such as sugarcane
bagasse or sawdust waste.
The list of potential alternatives was

considered and subsequently culled
to those that were more strongly
supported by the literature.
The team is now looking carefully
at each option, taking into account
both the physicochemical properties
and the cost and feasibility of
obtaining the materials.
At a physicochemical level, the
analysis will take into account the
physical side of things like how
the substrate affects porosity, and
chemical properties like carbon
and lignin content, and how they
compare to wheaten straw. The
study will consider the impact on the
compost and whether the materials
could potentially promote the right
kind of microbes, the correct type of
fungi and the right type of bacteria
to grow on the substrate.
The cost and feasibility of
procurement will also be considered.
Dr Jasonsmith said this aspect was
particularly important to determine
the practicality of the options.
“As an example, canola could be
used as a substrate, but at the cost
of $400 a tonne and with prices
changing every day, it is effectively

ruled out as a practical option.”

alternatives.

“There are also options like cotton
trash which is pretty much free,
provided you have the transport
and machinery to go to the cottongrowing areas and load it. Again, this
is potentially not feasible because
the sourcing and transport are too
much of a challenge.”

“The interesting thing is that while
they may look reasonable from the
studies when you talk to industry
and gain insights on the practical
implications, they simply are not
feasible.”

Dr Jasonsmith said this initial stage
of the project is almost completed
and the team was talking to a lot of
different people in the industry to
get their ideas about some of these
substrates and whether they have
been used previously.
“From our perspective, it is
important to get a sense of what
industry would be prepared to
consider as practical alternatives and
of what their experiences with these
alternatives are. As an example, we
have both done work around the use
of green waste, but the feedback
from mushroom growers is that
they would be worried about the
irregular quality, and many are not
interested.”
Dr Wilkinson said his examination
of the literature had revealed quite
a few papers examining substrate

“After taking everything into
account, the reduced availability of
wheaten straw is a growing concern,
particularly as there are no easy
alternatives in terms of consistency,
price and ease of access. Some of
the early feedback from industry
highlights the real challenge when
they say – if there were easy
solutions, we would have found them!”
The team is focused on carefully
analysing the chemical and physical
properties of alternatives and
presenting potential options for the
industry to consider.
Dr Wilkinson said the work would
encompass an initial screen and
suggested there was likely to be
additional research required to
determine the productivity of any new
substrates.

experimental in trying different
substrates and introducing portions
of alternatives into the mix.
Potentially this project builds on
this and puts forward options for
blending with various materials.”
He outlined that some waste
streams may need a pre-treatment
process. He said the industry could
potentially access a stream of
clean wood waste; however, a pretreatment process of grinding the
materials and screening to achieve
the right particle size would be
required.
Dr Jasonsmith said the drought was
not the sole issue likely to affect
longer-term access to wheaten
straw.
“What we are seeing is that
growers are increasingly retaining
crop stubble to increase both the
moisture content and the level of
carbon in the soil. Access is not just
a drought-related issue, and with
projected climate change, there is
a real sense this will become an
ongoing problem.”

“What we have found is that industry
has already been very curious and
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She said the project team’s
interactions with industry
highlighted a level of innovation
in examining alternatives and
had revealed interest in whether
there were options in the scientific
literature that had not previously
been considered.
The project team is practical about
its chances of finding something as
a direct replacement for wheaten
straw.
Dr Wilkinson said while the chances
of a direct replacement were quite
small, work undertaken by the
project has highlighted the potential
for changes to include new materials
in the preparation of the substrate.
“The analysis of the literature
highlights the technical feasibility of
growing mushrooms with different
approaches. The question to be
considered is why some of these
different options have not been
commercially adopted, suggesting
some limitations in the approach.”
“Spent mushroom substrate is
one example where the literature
suggests growers can achieve good
yields by blending the material
in with their starting compost.
However, if you talk to industry,
the feedback is that there can be
problems with salt levels and a
subsequent impact on yield.”
The project team considers a key
aspect is to find a substrate that is
not competing with the feedstock
industry.
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Dr Jasonsmith said while there
was potential to use items such as
cottonseed hulls, or brewery grain,
the reality is that these materials
were currently being used as drought
fodder by the livestock industry.
“At a practical level a lot of these
other substrates are not viable
because of the feedstock industry,
so it is finding something that it is
available and accessible in commercial
quantities and is not in competition
with livestock producers. Even
if drought conditions ease, such
competition will be a problem in the
future, one way or another.”
“For that reason, we are looking at
products that are available and not
being used for other commercial
purposes. Even if they are not ideal,
there may be ways of treating the
product to deliver the right properties
for the compost industry. The bottom
line is that a process of pre-treatment
may be cheaper than trying to
compete with the feedstock or other
industries for access to a particular
product.”
The project team sees itself as
essentially providing a fresh set of
eyes to a known problem.
While many compost makers have
looked at options, they have not
necessarily dived deeply into the
detail, which is what we can provide
through this process, they said.
The project will deliver a map of
where to access alternative materials
throughout Australia.

Dr Jasonsmith said the information
would be made available in a
consolidated form, with tables
highlighting relevant information
including pricing, climate risks,
physical and chemical data, all in the
one document.
“While farms have considered their
options previously, this will provide a
handy reference for anyone needing
to consider the availability and
potential costs of alternatives,” she
said.
The project concludes in November
2019, and an updated report on
the outcomes will appear in the
Australian Mushrooms Journal
(Edition 4 – 2019).

FURTHER INFORMATION:

Julia Jasonsmith
E Julia.Jasonsmith@murrang.com.au
M 0406 621 214
T 02 6161 1762

Dr Kevin Wilkinson

E Kevin@frontieragenvironment.com.
au
M 0421 959 960
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AGRI-TECH SCOPES

GLOBAL OPPORTUNITY
Work is underway on a levy-funded project to investigate and identify agri-tech
opportunities for the Australian mushroom industry.
The newly commenced project has
been scoped to not only document
any global initiatives but also
propose a pathway for investment
and collaboration.
The project is being undertaken by
international professional services
firm KPMG and is scheduled to be
completed by December 2019.
Project leader Ben van Delden,
KPMG’s lead Partner for AgriFood
Tech, explained that the purpose of
the project is to understand globally
emerging agri-tech innovations and
how they relate to the mushroom
industry.
“The first part of the project is to
understand what Australian growers
have adopted or tried already, so
that we can focus on identifying
fresh insights for the assessment
of international markets that are
embracing and feeding innovation in
the mushroom industry. To do this,
we will start with farm visits and
phone interviews and then research
a couple of key markets, including
Western Europe, China, and Japan
and also explore some parallel
26
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industries.”
Mr van Delden said the initial
examination would be done at a
high level and then followed up with
consultation visits with three or four
producers in Australia to get a sense
of what the industry is currently doing
and where technology could deliver
the greatest benefit.
Following the farm visits, the
project team will also conduct phone
interviews with producers and
members of the Strategic Industry
Advisory Panel to gain some broad
perspective and understand the
priority areas of interest.
“We intend to come back with new
insights, and not just repeat what
growers already know. It is also
important for us to understand where
the challenges exist throughout
the production and consumption
chain, and where the opportunities
for innovation are greatest for the
sector,” Mr van Delden said.
“The Australian mushroom industry
is already well networked globally;

however, they can see value
in gaining insights from other
innovation accelerators around
the world. Our work will look
at countries like Israel and the
Netherlands and determine the type
of technologies that are new and
emerging.”
He outlined that part of this process
would be to look at available
technologies in the broader
protected cropping environment, and
also look at innovations developed as
part of the “space race”.
“Aerospace technologies are already
looking at ways to potentially grow
food in space, with little access to
soil or water, and while this might
be seen as left of field, there may be
lessons to be learned for Australian
mushroom growers.”
“The project will also look at
artificial intelligence type solutions,
particularly for visualisation to
determine mushroom quality and
when it should be harvested.”
“The insights gained through this

project will feed into industry
investment opportunities and
point producers to off-the-shelf
technologies that they were unaware
of, and that could improve their
operations.”
Mr van Delden said the industry
discussions would serve as a litmus
test as to the “digital maturity” of
industry.
“To deliver the right outcomes, it
is important that we understand
whether producers are likely to be
rapid adopters and whether the
technology is at a level that can
be embraced and implemented by
staff.” Products and solutions need
to be appropriate for the Australian
industry and context.
He said that although the industry
was well connected with other
mushroom producers around the
world, there are opportunities to
connect into innovations being
developed in parallel industries.
“Hopefully, by tapping into some
innovation accelerators in those
parallel industries, we can surprise
a few people who challenged us to
come up with something new and
unknown,” he said.
One parallel industry put forward
by Mr van Delden as an example
is a business in the Netherlands
called Koppert Cress, producing high
potency, fast-growth cress in an
indoor hydroponic type environment.
“This business has implemented
a high degree of automation to
manage a fast-growing crop that is

similar in terms of rapid production
of mushrooms. Looking at intensive,
high-tech indoor-grown products
such as this and more broadly at the
protected cropping sector may expose
technology that can be adopted for
the mushroom industry.”
“How these companies address issues
like picking quality and quantity and
optimise staff resources in terms
of learning new skills and creating
reward-based incentives, is entirely
relevant for this project.”
When asked about the value for
industry, Mr van Delden said the
project was focused on the yield
formula.
“We know it is difficult to influence
price, so we are looking at ways to
drive costs down and to improve the
quality of production to help drive
profitable businesses.”
“In two to three years, a good
outcome from this project would be
that the work has helped inform some
of the research innovation focused
around technology developments that
are right for Australia. The measure of
this could be that we are strategically
investing in things that others are
not – and so we are not duplicating
research conducted in other markets
like China and the Netherlands.”
“The benefit of this project is
hopefully to get more precise about
where levy dollars are invested for
future innovation projects.”

industry including food safety,
chemical use and biosecurity.
“I am also hopeful that we will
see a lot more quality and testing
technology in the sheds and
composting tunnels, so augmenting
the staff with data-driven insights
around production factors such as
soil moisture and nitrogen content.”
Mr van Delden said the project
team was looking at the best way
of communicating the outcomes to
industry.
In addition to a final written report,
the team may discuss the outcomes
through a webinar conducted at the
end of the project.
“The webinar approach would
allow us to talk through what we
have found, allowing producers the
opportunity to ask questions and
gain further insight into the practical
application of the technologies.”
Mr van Delden said the report would
explain how the technologies were
assessed, using six criteria qualified
with the SIAP members. He said
the criteria would apply a specific
industry lens, highlighting the
complexity and speed of deployment
and the likely business impact.
If a project webinar is scheduled,
notification will be provided through
the Industry Update e-newsletter. A
final update on the project will be
included in the Australian Mushrooms
Journal (Edition 4 – 2019).

He said the project would also feed
into the macro challenges facing

Question

Within your operations, what would you most like to find a
technology/data analysis solution for to address current pain
points (could be to improve profitability, sustainability, yield, risk
management, cost reduction) to your business?

FURTHER INFORMATION:

Ben van Delden

E bvandelden@kpmg.com.au
M 0424 150 463

Please contact Monica Van Wynen mvanwynen@kpmg.com.au if you
are interested in providing input into this project.
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OPTIMISATION OF NITROGEN USE

IN MUSHROOM PRODUCTION
Dr Michael Kertesz and Meghann Thai
School of Life and Environmental
Sciences, The University of Sydney
E michael.kertesz@sydney.edu.au
T 02 8627 8497
Button mushrooms are a
nutritious (and delicious!) food
source, containing high levels of
minerals, vitamins, antioxidants
and protein. Although they are
sometimes referred to as “meat for
vegetarians”, mushrooms actually
contain slightly lower levels of
protein than animal meats, though
they rank above most other
vegetables in this respect.
Mushrooms normally contain 19-35%
protein per gram of dry weight, as
compared to 7.3% in rice, 13.2% in
wheat, 39.1% in soybean, and 25.2%
in milk (Chang and Miles, 2004).
These mushroom-derived proteins

are also particularly good for us, and
their high content of essential amino
acids means that button mushrooms
are 90-98% as nutritious as most
meats, and much more valuable than
other vegetables.
NITROGEN INPUTS AND
LOSSES DURING THE
PRODUCTION PROCESS
So, where does the nitrogen come
from that is needed to make these
proteins? Button mushrooms are
cultivated on a specialised mushroom
compost, and the nitrogen present
in the mushroom cap on the
supermarket shelf is derived entirely
from this compost. Wheat straw is
the main ingredient of compost, but
it only contains small amounts of
nitrogen.
Composters therefore add nitrogen to
the mix as manure (usually poultry
manure), as chemical fertilisers

such as urea, ammonium sulfate
or ammonium nitrate, or as other
nitrogenous products such as
soybean meal. These can be added
at the start of composting, or as
supplements later in the process,
commonly during spawn run or at
casing.
Modern poultry farming practices
have reduced the nitrogen content
of poultry manure, and potential
replacements are needed that meet
food safety, cost and availability
requirements (Noble et al., 2002).
The carbon:nitrogen ratio in the
starting compost mix is usually
set to between 30:1 and 35:1,
and achieving this ratio is quite
important, since this is optimal for
growth of the microbes that carry
out the conversion of the straw
into compost (Stamets and Chilton,
1983).
Most of these microbes (bacteria
and fungi) need the added nitrogen
for the same reasons that people
do – they use it to build the proteins
they need for growth and cell
proliferation. Their growth increases
the number of active microbial cells
in the compost, accelerating the
conversion of wheat straw into more
productive compost.
However, as the compost heats
up, other processes come into
play. Chemical reactions cause
the breakdown of proteins in the
compost, and the nitrogen in these
proteins is released as ammonia gas.
In many compost yards this ammonia
is largely lost to the atmosphere,
though some composting facilities
collect it from the off-gas and use
it to supply nitrogen to the next
compost crop.

NITROGEN TRANSFORMATIONS IN MUSHROOM PRODUCTION –
WHAT IS IN THE BLACK BOX?
Nitrogen is supplied to the mushroom production process as manure and
chemical nitrogen, and as supplements (green boxes). Significant losses occur
as gases (ammonia, nitrous oxide), leachate, and in spent mushroom compost
(red boxes). Arrows within the black box indicate processes that are not yet
understood or fully quantified. The current project will investigate these
processes in order to optimise the yield and nutritional value of the crop
(orange box), while minimising losses and optimising inputs.
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However, much of the ammonia is
reabsorbed into the compost by a
range of specialised bacteria and
fungi (especially Mycothermus –
previously called Scytalidium) that
use it as their nitrogen source for
growth during the conditioning
(or curing) phase. This phase is
necessary because ammonia gas is
toxic to Agaricus and needs to be
removed before the Agaricus spawn

can be added. As well as taking up
the ammonia to build their own cell
protein, many of these microbes also
use ammonia for respiration – they
“breathe” it in a similar way that
humans breathe oxygen, though they
then release nitrate or nitrous oxide
gas instead of carbon dioxide. The
previous work has shown that up
to 25% of the bacteria present in
conditioning phase compost are able
to do this, and much of the added
nitrogen is therefore potentially
lost from the compost in gaseous
form. Remarkably, an exact balance
of the nitrogen inputs, outputs
and transformations in mushroom
production (as shown in the Figure)
has not yet been done, so it is not
yet known how this is influenced
by the form and timing of nitrogen
addition, or by other aspects of
process management.
At the end of the conditioning phase,
the carbon:nitrogen ratio in the
compost has dropped to about 17:1,
which is ideal for growth of the
Agaricus mycelium. During the first
part of spawn run Agaricus gets its
nutrition mainly by absorbing the
large amounts of microbial biomass
present in the compost from the
previous phase.
Green mould and other disease fungi
are unable to do this, and mushroom
compost is therefore highly selective
for the button mushroom. However,
since a lot of the nitrogen added at
the start of the composting process
has been lost by this stage, growers
add nitrogen-rich supplements either
during spawn run or at casing to
assure productive spawn run and
cropping.
These supplements are usually
protein-rich soybean derivatives, and
although they stimulate Agaricus
growth, they can also provide
nitrogen for growth of fungal weeds
and pathogens. To prevent this they
are commonly formulated as slowrelease fertiliser or treated with
biocides to inhibit disease growth
(Carrasco et al., 2018).
OPTIMISING NITROGEN USE
EFFICIENCY – THE CURRENT
MUSHROOM LEVY PROJECT
The current research on nitrogen use
in mushroom production is supported
by Hort Innovation through the
Mushroom Industry levy project
Optimise nitrogen transformations
in Mushroom production (MU17004).

For maximum nitrogen use efficiency
in mushroom cultivation, composters/
growers need to (a) minimise or
optimise inputs of nitrogen during
composting supplementation (green
boxes in the Figure); (b) reduce
losses of nitrogen in wastewater
and gases (ammonia, nitrous oxide)
and the amount of unused nitrogen
discarded in spent compost (red boxes
in the Figure); (c) optimise uptake
of nitrogen into the crop, to create a
nutritious, highly marketable product.
The project will seek to optimise this
as follows.

The results will be incorporated
into an easy-to-read best-practice
guide aimed at compost producers
and mushroom growers, to provide
guidance on how to optimise
nitrogen use in mushroom growing.
This will be linked to additional
resources, including factsheets
on improved compost nitrogen
management techniques on
commercial tray, shelf and block
farms, a decision support tool to help
compost producers and mushroom
growers manage their nitrogen
rates, forms and timing, and on-farm
grower-hosted demonstration trials.

1. A detailed survey will be
undertaken of current variation
in nitrogen use in the Australian
mushroom industry, determining
nitrogen input/output profiles for
typical classes of Australian mushroom
producers to determine which
producers are most nitrogen-efficient.
It is expected that major differences
will be found between large and small
facilities, between different process
types (tunnel/bunker/windrow
composters; tray/shelf/block farms)
and potentially also between different
geographic locations.

In order to be successful, this
project relies on close exchange of
information between the researchers
and the mushroom industry. The
project team has been in touch with
quite a few composting facilities and
growers in all Australian states to
discuss this project. It would assist
with the delivery of the project is
farms could share details of the
nitrogen management with the
research team (on a confidential
basis), and growers are encouraged
to make contact to discuss this
further.

2. Potential alternative sources
of nitrogen that can be used in
Australian composting will be
investigated. These alternative N
sources will be selected in close
consultation with the mushroom
industry, and with Dr Ralph Noble,
who has pioneered this type of
substitution in the United Kingdom.
Promising materials (largely
agricultural by-products) will be
selected based on nitrogen content,
cost, and geographic availability for
composters in different Australian
States. The project is establishing a
strain collection of compost bacteria
and fungi isolated from a range of
different Australian compost yards,
and selected combinations of these
microbes will be applied to optimise
nitrogen release from the alternative
substrates tested.
3. Nitrogen use by mushrooms
during the cropping process will be
investigated. The previous studies
have shown that nitrate levels in
casing increase during cropping.
The study will examine how this
nitrate affects crop yield and quality
in later flushes, and how timing of
supplementation in spawn run and
cropping can be used to increase yield
and productivity.
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COMPOST BIOMARKERS

A CRYSTAL BALL FOR YIELD & QUALITY?
Dr Miael Kertesz
School of Life and Environmental
Sciences, The University of Sydney

E michael.kertesz@sydney.edu.au
T 02 8627 8497

MEASURING COMPOST
QUALITY
Indicators for compost maturity/
stability are used in many composting
processes, including municipal
composting and composting of
various manures. Typical variables
measured include water-soluble
carbon, C/N ratio, nitrification ratio
(ammonium:nitrate), content of humic
material, and microbial respiration
(measured as CO2 release). For
composts used in the horticultural
industry, plant related variables such
as seed germination and seedling
survival are sometimes also included.
Usually a combined “compost maturity
index” (CMI) is generated, which is
composed of several factors (e.g. the
Solvita compost test, which combines
values for NH3 and CO2 production
(https://solvita.com/compost/)).

Button mushrooms (Agaricus
bisporus) are grown commercially in
Australia on a specialised compost
that is usually prepared from wheat
straw and poultry manure. The
quality and yield of the mushroom
crop depends critically on the
quality of the compost, but the way
compost quality is measured has
changed very little in the last forty
years. It depends largely on a limited
number of chemical assays and on
the empirical personal expertise
developed by composters over years
of experience.
These measures are invaluable, but
for effective compost management
they need to be more strongly
integrated with the outcomes of
modern compost research.
In particular, recent research
has provided a much better
understanding of the complex
succession of microorganisms that
catalyse the composting process
(Kertesz and Thai, 2018), and there
is now an opportunity to design
compost quality indicators that
correlate crop yield and quality with
the levels of active bacteria and
fungi in the compost (both the total
populations, and the populations of
key microbial groups).
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Since the aim of municipal or manure
composting is to stabilise nutrients
in a form that does not damage the
environment, there are often legal
requirements for “compost stability”
that must be met before compost is
used, and these form a minimum list
for a “compost quality index” for these
composts (Bernal et al., 2017).
For mushroom composting, the
criteria are rather different. The most
important purpose of a mushroom
compost quality indicator is to
determine whether the compost will
afford high yield and quality of
mushrooms, rather than to measure
stability of the compost. Methods to
correlate physicochemical compost
and casing parameters with mushroom
yield have been reported in the
past, but have generally been too
complex to find great take-up in
the industry. One published method,
for example, can predict yields
with >90% accuracy, but requires
measurements of compost pH,
dry matter, ammonia, carbon, ash,
copper, iron, and sodium in order
to do so (Sharma and Kilpatrick,
2000). A second model is slightly less
demanding (it only requires values
for compost moisture, C/N ratio, pH
and total nitrogen, and casing water

holding capacity, porosity, pH and
electrical conductivity), but it also
provides less accurate predictions
of yield (Zied et al., 2011). Clearly,
the number of parameters required
for yield prediction in these
studies make them impractical for
composters to use routinely, and the
number of crops evaluated in these
studies was relatively low.
Infrared spectroscopy of Phase
2 compost has also been used as
a rapid method to predict yield.
Compost absorbs UV or near- or
mid-infrared (NIR/MIR) light in a
way that is related to its chemical
and microbial composition, and this
has been reported to explain up
to 84% of yield variation (Sharma
et al., 2005). In the past, these
methods have required expensive
and complex instrumentation, but
the recent development of handheld spectrometers may make this
technique useful in the future, and
the newest instruments cost only
a few hundred dollars. Compost
NIR spectra change in a predictable
manner during composting, but
correlation of the measurements
with e.g. cellulose or lignin content
varies greatly between yards, and
this is likely also to apply to yield
predictions. Notably, a recent
comprehensive review of mushroom
composting and cultivation methods
(Zied and Pardo-Giménez, 2017)
does not mention mushroom
compost quality indicators,
confirming that more work is needed
in this field.
WHY ARE COMPOST
BIOMARKERS NEEDED?
Achieving consistency of compost is
an ongoing issue for the industry.
All growers have experienced
fluctuations in availability and
quality of wheat straw and chicken
manure that influenced crop yield
and quality. Compost made with new
season straw, for example, often
takes longer to reach maturity, and
gives reduced crop yields. More
frustratingly, occasional compost
batches give lower mushroom
yields which growers are at a loss

to understand or remedy, despite
years of experience. Low profit
margins in the industry mean that
even slight yield reductions are
economically painful. The ability to
predict potential yields earlier in
the production process will allow
growers to manage composting
conditions, inputs and the growing
environment more effectively, and
take timely remedial action.
Targeted biomarkers could provide:
•

a stop/go signal for compost
crops, i.e. a signal that yield
from a particular batch of
compost is likely to be poor,
allowing compost crops to be
blended or halted if necessary;

•

a physical management signal,
e.g. that a particular compost
crop may need a different level
of treatment (e.g. temperature,
time, water);

•

a biological management signal,
e.g. presence of a reduced
population of an essential
microbe, or elevated population
of a potential mushroom
pathogen, signalling that
effective composting may
require bioaugmentation or
other treatment.

These signals are only useful,
however, if the methods used
are easy for the grower to carry
out routinely and if they provide
feedback in a useful timeframe for
composting (see Box below).

THE AUSTRALIAN COMPOST
BIOMARKERS PROJECT
The Biomarkers project is supported
by Hort Innovation through the levy
project Developing a database of biomarkers for compost quality control to
maximise mushroom production yield
(MU17006).
The project is measuring the variation
in compost microbe populations
throughout composting at a range
of Australian mushroom composting
facilities and correlating this with the
mushroom yield and quality obtained
with each compost. The data will
be used to develop an Australian
Mushroom Industry Database of
compost bio-markers, that can be
used to assist growers to maximise
mushroom yield and productivity. In
particular, the project will:
•

Conduct a global scan for
novel and innovative options
using biomarkers to maximise
mushroom yield via mushroom
compost quality control.

•

Compare microbial diversity
and dynamics at a range of
composting facilities across the
Australian mushroom industry,
studying every second crop
over a continuous period of one
year to develop a database of
unprecedented size.

•

Establish a correlation between
microbial populations at these
composting facilities and the
yield/quality of the resultant
mushroom crops.

•

Develop fact sheets and
calculators to help Australian
mushroom growers to use the

microbial load database to
improve yield and manage
composting.
Many composters and growers have
experimented with different ways to
predict yields over the years. Many
of these attempts are documented
in industry magazines and reports,
but others have only been passed
on anecdotally and the project work
will look to tap into this wealth of
empirical experience. The project
has already been discussed with
several composting facilities, and
the project team would be delighted
to receive information outlining any
experiences or suggestions.
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UNDERSTANDING

Climate Chan

Climate variability and change pose a risk to the mushroom industry, with extremes in
temperature and rainfall both posing challenges for future production. A newly commenced
levy-funded project Understanding and managing the impacts of climate change on Australian
mushroom production (MU17008) has been scoped to determine the impact of climate change.
The project, managed by Applied
Horticultural Research, will also
devise an action plan outlining
a strategy to assist mushroom
growers in mitigating any identified
risks to production. The project is
scheduled to be completed by March
2020.
Project scientist Kelvin Montagu said
the project would look at the direct
and indirect impacts of climate
change on mushroom production in
Australia.
“Looking back through the records,
we can see the temperature is
rising. Previously the number of
days with a temperature above 45°
was relatively rare or even a nonevent, whereas now the days of this
temperature are a more common
occurrence.”
“While we have not yet looked at
the main compost producing areas in
terms of temperature change, some
work has been done in vegetable
producing areas. In Gatton in
Queensland the records show that
there were three to five days above
40° approximately every three
decades, making it a rare event.
By 2035 the projection is that this
type of temperature event will occur
every five years.”
“These type of projections clearly
show the temperature will have an
increasing impact on a wide variety
of agricultural production.”
Dr Montagu said while mushrooms
were grown inside, higher
temperatures over more extended
periods of time placed increasing
pressure on electrical infrastructure,
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and the overall reliability of cooling
technology used on-farm.
“The project will not only look at the
direct impact of temperature but also
the impact of shifting temperature
and the likely impact on the carryover
of pests and diseases, where longer
periods of warmer conditions could
mean an increased pest load for
producers to deal with.”
He said if you look at Australia and
think of climate change effectively
as the southern areas shifting
north (or experiencing northern
style temperatures), then you can
look at the pest load in south-east
Queensland and then consider whether
western Sydney will be moving toward
that situation.

In addition to those direct impacts,
the project will also consider the
effects of climate change on input
costs.
“Longer and hotter summer
temperatures and less reliant winter
rainfall are already having an impact
in major wheat production areas.
Lower production, in turn, spikes the
cost of hay which is a major input
into compost production.”
“While in simple terms drought
means higher costs and less
availability of wheaten straw, the
impact of the livestock industry
as a major consumer of hay makes
it a complex system that requires
untangling to more fully understand
the likely impact.”

The project will also consider the
issue of peat supply.
“With Australian growers currently
importing peat from Europe and
North America, we will also look
at the impact if regulatory change
prevents or restricts the importation
of this product.”
“As peat is a major store of carbon,
is entirely possible that, over the
longer term, regulations may restrict
its extraction and impact the supply
of this product.”
Dr Montagu explained the project
would also examine the overall
carbon footprint of the mushroom
industry.
“Work undertaken in Western
Australia has highlighted that the
transportation of peat is a major
component of the carbon footprint
for mushrooms. While this footprint
is already low compared to a lot of
other products, we will look to come
up with some options as to how the
industry reliance on peat may be
reduced.”
“The result may well be that the
industry could potentially go down
the road of becoming the first
agricultural industry to produce a
carbon-neutral product - something
that could theoretically be a
marketing advantage as consumers
continue to be more climate aware.”
Dr Montagu said the project had
commenced looking across industries
around the world to see how other
sectors are currently dealing with
climate change variability, both
within their mushroom industries
and the broader agricultural sector.
“Combined with this, we are
starting to bring together model
predictions, using background work
done by the universities and CSIRO.
This modelling is being tailored
specifically to Australian conditions.”
“Once we have these models in place,
we will commence to look at key

mushroom growing areas and start to
examine what the predictions might
mean for the industry.”
“The models will take into account not
just the general information such as
an increase in average temperature,
but we will examine the so-called risk
events (such as days over 35° or 45°)
in particular as this is when systems
become stressed.”
He explained for an area like
Richmond (New South Wales)
the amount of days where the
temperature has exceeded 40° has
dramatically increased over the last
20 years. If you look at the extremes
of temperatures over 45° over the
previous 100 years there was only one
day above 45°, and since 2000 there
have been 17 days over 45°, he said.
“It is this type of modelling that will
be projected, allowing us to examine
the risk associated with this aspect of
climate change.”
Dr Montagu said that in November,
Liam Southam-Rogers would be
undertaking a round of consultation
with key growers, composters,
casing producers and other industry
participants. On-farm visits will also
be followed up by phone to gather
appropriate industry input.

to implement. Once the consultation
has been completed, the project
team will take away the information,
refine the modelling and produce an
action plan and management options
for industry.
He said the essential questions to be
addressed for growers were: what
does climate change mean for the
mushroom growing business and
what options are there to cope with
predicted changes?
“The project is all about “no
surprises”. For many producers, their
businesses and production have
built steadily over time, and one
aspect of our project is to identify
any elements of climate change that
could potentially cause a “surprise”
in terms of impact on production
and profitability for producers,” Mr
Montagu said.
The information will be packaged up
and distributed back to the industry
to enable growers to make decisions
about implementing change at an
individual farm level.
The project is projected to be
completed in March 2020, and an
update on progress will be included
in the Australian Mushrooms Journal
(Edition 4 – 2019).

“The intention of these meetings will
be to detail a range of information
that we have found from our
modelling and to discuss and review
a range of options available to
manage the challenges that have been
identified. From that point, we will
look to prioritise where the industry
might head in addressing these
issues.”
“Part of this process will be to
examine options for things like pest
and disease and energy production to
cover production requirements, should
extreme weather cause disruption to
the current supply.”
He said the feedback from growers
would indicate whether some of the
options are cost-effective or practical

FURTHER INFORMATION:
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CLIMATE CONTROL VITAL

FOR QUALITY MUSHROOMS
mushroom growing, and climate
computers make the changes in the
room based on that Diagram with the
Absolute Humidity (AH) as the most
significant factor.

Erik de Groot
E glags.spain@gmail.com

Proper climate control is vital for
every mushroom grower who wants
to stand out with the quality of the
mushrooms they grow. The most
frequent questions I get asked as a
consultant is: How can we get better
quality, and, how can we keep the
quality of the mushrooms good until
the end of the flush? Now, of course
the quality at the end of the flushes
will always be less than at the start,
no illusions there. But improvements
are always possible and most of that
you can get from an ideal climate in
the growing room.
Before we had advanced climate
installations with more options,
we always controlled the rooms on
Air temperature, Relative humidity
(RH) and CO2. However, with the
new systems coming on the market
there is a lot more to learn than we
think and rooms can be controlled,
especially in harvest stage, on
moisture deficit, inlet moisture
control and even measuring systems
for evaporation are used.
To understand the difference
between all the systems, you need
to know exactly what the Mollier
Diagram stands for and if you
manage to run the system well you
will see advantages, especially in
quality of the mushrooms.
The Mollier Diagram is crucial in
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Let me explain a little bit more about
one of those controls, the moisture
deficit. As we are changing air
temperatures in the flushes you will
see in the Mollier Diagram that this
will create differences in evaporation
as we change the temperature but
leave the RH the same, in other words,
we change the AH.
By controlling on moisture deficit a
constant evaporation is maintained
and that will benefit the quality of
the mushrooms, no matter what the
temperature differences are. The
computer will calculate the right RH
for the current air temperature, to
keep the same evaporation in the
growing room.
Moisture deficit is the difference
between the current absolute
humidity in the room and the
maximum possible absolute humidity
at the same air temperature. Once
this value is constant, the evaporation
capacity of the air is also constant.
To use this in practice, you need
a climate control computer that
supports the moisture deficit system,
and you need to change it from RH
to moisture deficit control. In the
computer that will be named as
Absolute
humidity
control.
Ideally this is
linked with
humidity
control of the
inlet air to get
the maximum
benefit. The
mushrooms
will have
constant
evaporation,
and that will
benefit the
quality as

changes in evaporation will disturb
their growth. The mushrooms will
get less watery stems and go ‘soft’
in a later stage, and that would
enable extra picking days, thus
benefiting the yield as well as
quality.
I recommend changing the computer
one day before you start harvesting
the flush from RH control to
moisture deficit control. When you
change the control, set the AH in the
computer so that the RH is at the
same level as it is normally run in
the flush. So, if you normally run the
flush on 17.5 degrees and 89% RH,
keep the air temperature the same
and set the AH so that it calculates
the 89% RH as set point. Keep 0.2
difference between minimum and
maximum AH. From that moment
forward let the computer calculate
the right RH and change the air
temperatures normally, until the end
of the flush. After the flush put the
system back to RH control.
The only way to find out is by trying
other controls to improve quality.
Many options are out there and
based on results on farms already
using these methods, they are worth
trying. If you start and are seeing
any improvement, learn more and
keep doing trials.
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HORT INNOVATION

Roundup

HORT INNOVATION AGM

Hort Innovation’s AGM 2019 will be
held on 22 November in Sydney.

All Hort Innovation members that
pay a statutory or voluntary levy
have the right to vote at the AGM. In
order to secure voting entitlements,
members must first complete an
Annual Levy Return form. The
Annual Levy Return process is now
open, and will close on Friday 27
September 2019.
Further information about the
AGM and how to secure voting
entitlements is available HERE.
A STRONG NEW WAY
FORWARD
The Hort Innovation Strategy 20192023 has been released, marking an

exciting new chapter for the company
and for Australia’s horticulture sector.
Under the new strategy, the purpose
for Hort Innovation is: to drive a
prosperous and healthy Australia, by
providing the best knowledge and
solutions to create a world-class
horticulture sector.
The strategy, which was developed
with vital input from growers and
other horticulture participants,
outlines the organisation’s focus,
goals and key activities for the next
four years.
To download a copy or find out more
please visit the Hort Innovation
website.
STRATEGIC INVESTMENT
ADVISORY PANEL
The Strategic Investment Advisory
Panel meets regularly to provide

advice to Hort Innovation on levy
investments undertaken on behalf of
industry. The most recent meeting
was held in Melbourne in late July.
To stay up to date with SIAP
activities, please use this LINK
to view a full list of meeting
summaries. If you have any
questions related to the operations
of the SIAP please contact interim
Hort Innovation Mushroom Industry
Relationship Manager, Bradley Mills 0408 635 465 or via email.
NEW MUSHROOM
RELATIONSHIP MANAGER
APPOINTED
Hort Innovation have announced
Brad Mills as the interim Mushroom
Industry Relationship Manager. He
replaces John Vatikiotis who has left
the company.
Brad has a lifetime involvement
and passion for agriculture, and
especially horticulture, initially
growing up on a family citrus and
table grape farm near Mildura.
Since starting with Hort Innovation
(previously HAL), Brad has been
a Relationship Manager with
responsibilities for a broad range
of industries including deciduous
fruits (apples & pears, summerfruit,
cherries and nashi), vegetables
(potatoes, onions etc.) and more
recently berries (strawberries,
raspberries & blackberries and
blueberries), melons, olives etc. With
changes in staff at Hort Innovation,
Brad will also look after both
Mushrooms and Turf in the interim
until further notice.
Brad has a diversity of experience
working in various agricultural,
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food, agribusiness and industrial
manufacturing organisations relating
to research, industry associations,
export and new product
development roles. Brad has a
Bachelor of Agricultural Science and
a Master of Business Administration.
Contact: Bradley Mills - 0408 635
465 - bradley.mills@horticulture.
com.au
INTERESTED IN
LEADERSHIP?
The Australian Rural Leadership
Foundation (ARLF) is offering a new
program ‘Introduction to Leadership’
which is designed for emerging
leaders working in agribusiness
who are ready to develop their
capabilities and potential. The
program involves a four day
residential program held in regional
New South Wales, an online flexible
learning module and mentoring
over a six month period. For
more information contact Rimfire
Resources on 1300 380 701.
WOMEN IN HORTICULTURE
As part of the Hort Frontiers
strategic partnership initiative,
Hort Innovation has partnered with
Women & Leadership Australia
through the project Advancing
women’s leadership across the
Australian horticultural sector
(LP16000) to provide funding to
women who would like to access
a range of leadership courses to
improve their skills in the workplace.
Expressions of interest are open
until 15 November and you can learn
more about what’s available here.

search for completed project reports
and resources.

O’Hanlon: R&D Manager, Hort
Innovation.

You can filter by levy industry
and categories to easily find what
you’re looking for. The site currently
features final reports dating back
five years. For any queries, contact
communications@horticulture.com.au.

Video coverage of the panel
discussion can be accessed by
clicking on the following links:
PART 1 | PART 2.

ARE YOU IN TUNE WITH WHAT
CONSUMERS WANT?
At this year’s Hort Connection
horticulture conference, Hort
Innovation hosted a panel called
“What consumers want” where a
range of experts discussed consumer
trends and what they mean for
growers. Watch our videos below for
some food for thought about how
these insights might impact your
business. The following questions
were discussed:
1.

How does the multicultural nature
of our society impact the way we
buy and sell fresh food?

2.

How is consumer behaviour
around fresh produce changing
and what does it mean for the
future?

FINAL REPORTS
Final reports for Hort Innovation
projects - as well as resources
they’ve produced such as fact
sheets, guides and more - can
be downloaded direct from Hort
Innovation’s website. Head here to

The panels comprised: Elisa King:
Head of Marketing, Hort Innovation;
Olivia Grey: Marketing Manager, Hort
Innovation;
Cori Hodge:
Senior
Consultant,
FiftyFive5;
Melanie
Norris: Senior
Analytics
Manager,
Nielsen
and Jemma
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ƌŝĚŐŝŶŐƚŚĞŽŵƉŽƐƚΘ'ƌŽǁŝŶŐŝǀŝĚĞ
Dh^,ZKKDD^dZ>^^ͲKdKZϮϬϭϵ
dŚĞD'ƵƐƚƌĂůŝĂŶDĂƐƚĞƌĐůĂƐƐͲƌŝĚŐŝŶŐƚŚĞ
ŽŵƉŽƐƚΘ'ƌŽǁŝŶŐŝǀŝĚĞ ʹ ǁŝůů ďĞĂǀĂŝůĂďůĞƚŽƚŚĞ
ƵƐƚƌĂůŝĂŶŝŶĚƵƐƚƌǇŝŶKĐƚŽďĞƌ͘dŚĞƚǁŽͲĚĂǇĐŽƵƌƐĞŝƐ
ƉƌĞƐĞŶƚĞĚďǇŝŶĚƵƐƚƌǇĞǆƉĞƌƚƐ:ƵĚǇůůĂŶ͕DŝŬĞ,ŝůů
ĂŶĚƌ'ĞŽĨĨDĂƌƚŝŶ͘
dŚĞĐŽƵƌƐĞǁŝůů ƉƌŽǀŝĚĞĂŶŝŶƐŝŐŚƚŝŶƚŽƚŚĞ
ĨƵŶĚĂŵĞŶƚĂůƐŽĨƚŚĞĐŽŵƉŽƐƚŝŶŐĂŶĚŐƌŽǁŝŶŐƉƌŽĐĞƐƐ
ůĞĂĚŝŶŐƚŽƐƵƐƚĂŝŶĂďůĞƉƌŽĚƵĐƚŝŽŶŽĨƋƵĂůŝƚǇ
ŵƵƐŚƌŽŽŵƐ͘
dŚĞĐŽƵƌƐĞďƌŝĚŐĞƐƚŚĞĚŝǀŝĚĞďĞƚǁĞĞŶƐƉĞĐŝĂůŝƐƚ
ĐŽŵƉŽƐƚŵĂŬĞƌƐĂŶĚŐƌŽǁĞƌƐ ĂŶĚƉƌŽǀŝĚĞƐĂŶ
ƵŶĚĞƌƐƚĂŶĚŝŶŐŽĨƚŚĞĚĂŝůǇŝƐƐƵĞƐĂŶĚƉƌŽďůĞŵƐĨĂĐĞĚ͘

v
v
v
v
v
v
v
v
v
v
v
v

KǀĞƌǀŝĞǁŽĨƚŚĞƵƐƚƌĂůŝĂŶDƵƐŚƌŽŽŵ/ŶĚƵƐƚƌǇ
WŝĐŬŝŶŐdĞĐŚŶŝƋƵĞƐƚŽDĂǆŝŵŝƐĞYƵĂůŝƚǇ
WŽƐƚ,ĂƌǀĞƐƚŝŶŐ,ĂŶĚůŝŶŐ/ƐƐƵĞƐ
dŚĞWĞƌĨĞĐƚ^ƉĂǁŶZƵŶ
ĂƐŝŶŐͲ^Žŝů ^ĐŝĞŶĐĞWĞƌƐƉĞĐƚŝǀĞ
ĂƐŝŶŐDĂŶĂŐĞŵĞŶƚ
dŚĞWĞƌĨĞĐƚWŝŶͲƐĞƚ
DĂǆŝŵŝƐŝŶŐzŝĞůĚĂŶĚYƵĂůŝƚǇ
hŶĚĞƌƐƚĂŶĚŝŶŐWŚĂƐĞϭŽŵƉŽƐƚŝŶŐ
dŚĞ^ĞǀĞŶWŝůůĂƌƐŽĨŽŵƉŽƐƚŝŶŐtŝƐĚŽŵ
WŚĂƐĞϮͲdŚĞ/ŶƐŝĚĞWĞƌƐƉĞĐƚŝǀĞ
/ŶƚĞŐƌĂƚĞĚWĞƐƚDĂŶĂŐĞŵĞŶƚΘŝƐĞĂƐĞWƌĞǀĞŶƚŝŽŶ

KƵƌWƌĞƐĞŶƚĞƌƐ
:ƵĚǇůůĂŶ
:ƵĚǇĐŽŵŵĞŶĐĞĚǁŽƌŬŝŶŐŝŶ ƚŚĞŵƵƐŚƌŽŽŵŝŶĚƵƐƚƌǇŝŶ
ϭϵϴϮǁŚĞŶƐŚĞǁĂƐĂƉƉŽŝŶƚĞĚĂƐ DƵƐŚƌŽŽŵ/ŶĚƵƐƚƌǇ
ĚǀŝƐŽƌǇKĨĨŝĐĞƌŝŶE^tĞƉĂƌƚŵĞŶƚŐƌŝĐƵůƚƵƌĞ͘&ŽƌƚŚĞ
ŶĞǆƚϲǇĞĂƌƐƐŚĞǁŽƌŬĞĚĐůŽƐĞůǇǁŝƚŚŵƵƐŚƌŽŽŵŐƌŽǁĞƌƐ
ĂƐǁĞůůĂƐƌĞƐĞĂƌĐŚĞƌƐĂƚƚŚĞŝŽůŽŐŝĐĂů ĂŶĚŚĞŵŝĐĂů
ZĞƐĞĂƌĐŚ/ŶƐƚŝƚƵƚĞĂƚZǇĚĂůŵĞƌĞĂŶĚŐĂŝŶĞĚĂƐƚƌŽŶŐ
ƚĞĐŚŶŝĐĂůďĂƐĞŝŶŵƵƐŚƌŽŽŵƉĞƐƚĂŶĚĚŝƐĞĂƐĞ
ŵĂŶĂŐĞŵĞŶƚ͘

ďŽƚŚĨƌŽŵĂƐĐŝĞŶƚŝĨŝĐĂŶĚƉƌĂĐƚŝĐĂůƉŽŝŶƚŽĨǀŝĞǁ͘

,ĞƌǁŽƌŬŝŶƚŚĞŵƵƐŚƌŽŽŵŝŶĚƵƐƚƌǇŚĂƐŶŽǁƐƉĂŶŶĞĚ
ϯϳǇĞĂƌƐ͕ŵŽƐƚŽĨŝƚĂƐĂƉƌŝǀĂƚĞĐŽŶƐƵůƚĂŶƚǁŽƌŬŝŶŐĂƚ
ďŽƚŚĨĂƌŵĂŶĚŝŶĚƵƐƚƌǇůĞǀĞů͘^ŝŶĐĞϭϵϵϮ:ƵĚǇŚĂƐďĞĞŶ
ƉƌŽũĞĐƚůĞĂĚĞƌŽƌƚĞĂŵŵĞŵďĞƌŝŶŵƵůƚŝƉůĞĨƵŶĚĞĚ
ƉƌŽũĞĐƚƐŝŶĐůƵĚŝŶŐDƵƐŚƌŽŽŵ WŝĐŬŝŶŐWƌĂĐƚŝĐĞƐ͕dƌĂŝŶŝŶŐ͕
WĞƐƚĂŶĚŝƐĞĂƐĞDĂŶĂŐĞŵĞŶƚ ^ĞƌǀŝĐĞ͕D':ŽƵƌŶĂů
ĚŝƚŽƌ͕DƵƐŚƌŽŽŵŝƐĞĂƐĞŝĂŐŶŽƐƚŝĐƐ͘ƵƌƌĞŶƚůǇƐŚĞŝƐ
ĂƚĞĂŵŵĞŵďĞƌŝŶWƌŽũĞĐƚDhϭϲϬϬϯWĞƐƚĂŶĚŝƐĞĂƐĞ
DĂŶĂŐĞŵĞŶƚĂŶĚZĞƐĞĂƌĐŚ^ĞƌǀŝĐĞƐĂŶĚĐŽŶƐƵůƚĂŶƚƚŽ
DhϭϴϬϬϭDƵƐŚƌŽŽŵ/ŶĚƵƐƚƌǇŽŵŵƵŶŝĐĂƚŝŽŶWƌŽŐƌĂŵ͘

ƌ'ĞŽĨĨDĂƌƚŝŶ

DŝŬĞ,ŝůů
DŝŬĞŝƐĂ&ŽŽĚdĞĐŚŶŽůŽŐŝƐƚǁŝƚŚϯϴǇĞĂƌƐĞǆƉĞƌŝĞŶĐĞŝŶ
ƚŚĞDƵƐŚƌŽŽŵ/ŶĚƵƐƚƌǇ͘/ŶƚŚĞĞĂƌůǇϭϵϴϬΖƐŚĞǁĂƐƐĞŶƚ
ŽǀĞƌƐĞĂƐƚŽŚĞĂĚĂǇŽƵŶŐƚĞĂŵƚŽƚƌĂŶƐŝƚŝŽŶĨƌŽŵdƌĂǇ
ƚŽƵƚĐŚdĞĐŚŶŽůŽŐǇĨŽƌĂůĂƌŐĞ^ŽƵƚŚĨƌŝĐĂŶŽŵƉĂŶǇ͘
KǀĞƌŚŝƐĐĂƌĞĞƌŚĞŚĂƐŐƌŽǁŶŽŶdƌĂǇ͕ůŽĐŬĂŶĚ^ŚĞůĨ
&ĂƌŵƐ͘ŽƚŚƐŝŶŐůĞǌŽŶĞĚĂŶĚŵƵůƚŝ ǌŽŶĞĚĂŶĚƉƌŽĚƵĐĞĚ
ďŽƚŚŚŽƌƐĞĂŶĚƐǇŶƚŚĞƚŝĐĐŽŵƉŽƐƚĨŽƌĞĂĐŚŽĨƚŚĞƐĞ
ƐǇƐƚĞŵƐ͘,ŝƐǀĂƐƚƉƌĂĐƚŝĐĂůĞǆƉĞƌŝĞŶĐĞĂůŽŶŐǁŝƚŚŚŝƐ
&ŽŽĚ^ĐŝĞŶĐĞ͕DŝĐƌŽďŝŽůŽŐǇĂŶĚDǇĐŽůŽŐǇďĂĐŬŐƌŽƵŶĚ
ŚĂƐŐŝǀĞŶŚŝŵĂĚŝƐƚŝŶĐƚĂĚǀĂŶƚĂŐĞŝŶƉƌŽďůĞŵƐŽůǀŝŶŐ
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,Ğ ĨĞĞůƐŚŝƐƐƚƌĞŶŐƚŚƐĂĨƚĞƌŚĂǀŝŶŐƚƌĂŝŶĞĚŵĂŶǇŐƌŽǁĞƌƐ
ĨƌŽŵƚƌĂŝŶĞĞƐƚŽĂĐĐŽŵƉůŝƐŚĞĚŐƌŽǁĞƌƐĨŽƌďŽƚŚůĂƌŐĞ
ŽƌŐĂŶŝƐĂƚŝŽŶƐĂŶĚŽŶŚŝƐŽǁŶĨĂƌŵƐ͕ŝƐŝĚĞŶƚŝĨǇŝŶŐƚŚĞ
ŚƵŵĂŶĞůĞŵĞŶƚŝŶƉŽŽƌĚĞĐŝƐŝŽŶŵĂŬŝŶŐ͘dŚŝƐĂƉĂƌƚ
ĨƌŽŵŽŶĨĂƌŵƚĞĐŚŶŝĐĂů ŝƐƐƵĞƐ͘,ĞďĞůŝĞǀĞƐƚŚĞŚĂůůŵĂƌŬ
ŽĨĂŐƌĞĂƚŵƵƐŚƌŽŽŵŐƌŽǁĞƌŝƐƐĞůĨŵŽƚŝǀĂƚŝŽŶ͘

'ĞŽĨĨŚĂƐďĞĞŶŝŶǀŽůǀĞĚŝŶƚŚĞŝŶƚĞƌŶĂƚŝŽŶĂůŵƵƐŚƌŽŽŵ
ŝŶĚƵƐƚƌǇĨŽƌŽǀĞƌϯϳǇĞĂƌƐ͖ŚĞŚĂƐŵĂŶĂŐĞĚĂŶĚĚŝƌĞĐƚĞĚ
ŽƉĞƌĂƚŝŽŶƐĂƚĂƌĂŶŐĞŽĨĐŽŵƉŽƐƚŝŶŐĂŶĚŵƵƐŚƌŽŽŵ
ĐŽŵƉĂŶŝĞƐŝŶƚŚĞhŶŝƚĞĚ<ŝŶŐĚŽŵ͕^ŽƵƚŚĨƌŝĐĂ͕
ŽƚƐǁĂŶĂ͕EĞǁĞĂůĂŶĚĂŶĚƵƐƚƌĂůŝĂ͘hŶƚŝůƌĞĐĞŶƚůǇŚĞ
ǁĂƐƚŚĞ'ĞŶĞƌĂů DĂŶĂŐĞƌŽĨDƵƐŚƌŽŽŵŽŵƉŽƐƚĞƌƐ
ďĂƐĞĚŝŶEĞǁ^ŽƵƚŚtĂůĞƐ͕Ă ƉŽƐŝƚŝŽŶŚĞŚĂƐŚĞůĚƐŝŶĐĞ
ϮϬϬϭ͘/ŶůĂƚĞϮϬϭϴ'ĞŽĨĨĚĞĐŝĚĞĚƚŽƐƚĞƉďĂĐŬĨƌŽŵƚŚĞ
ĚĂŝůǇŐƌŝŶĚŽĨƌƵŶŶŝŶŐĂĐŽŵƉŽƐƚŝŶŐŽƉĞƌĂƚŝŽŶ͕
ĞŵďƌĂĐĞĚƐĞŵŝͲƌĞƚŝƌĞŵĞŶƚĂŶĚƐĞƚƵƉŚŝƐŽǁŶ
ŵƵƐŚƌŽŽŵĐŽŶƐƵůƚĂŶĐǇďƵƐŝŶĞƐƐ͕ƌDƵƐŚĚǀŝƐŽƌǇ͘
'ĞŽĨĨŚĂƐĂĐƚĞĚĂƐĂĐŽŶƐƵůƚĂŶƚƚŽŵƵƐŚƌŽŽŵ
ŽƉĞƌĂƚŝŽŶƐŝŶ^ŽƵƚŚĨƌŝĐĂ͕DĂůĂǁŝ͕ŝŵďĂďǁĞ͕EĞǁ
ĞĂůĂŶĚĂŶĚƵƐƚƌĂůŝĂ͘,ĞŚŽůĚƐĂWŚŝŶ^Žŝů ^ĐŝĞŶĐĞ
ĨƌŽŵƚŚĞhŶŝǀĞƌƐŝƚǇŽĨZĞĂĚŝŶŐhŶŝƚĞĚ<ŝŶŐĚŽŵ͘ 'ĞŽĨĨŝƐ
ƉĂƐƐŝŽŶĂƚĞĂďŽƵƚƚŚĞŵƵƐŚƌŽŽŵŝŶĚƵƐƚƌǇĂŶĚďĞůŝĞǀĞƐ
ƚŚĂƚŽŶĞŽĨŚŝƐŵŽƐƚŝŵƉŽƌƚĂŶƚƚĂƐŬƐŝƐƚŽƐŚĂƌĞŚŝƐ
ŬŶŽǁůĞĚŐĞǁŝƚŚĨĞůůŽǁŐƌŽǁĞƌƐ͕ĨĂĐŝůŝƚĂƚĞƚŚĞƚƌĂŝŶŝŶŐŽĨ
ǇŽƵŶŐĞƌƉĞŽƉůĞŝŶƚŚĞŝŶĚƵƐƚƌǇĂŶĚƉƌŽŵŽƚĞƌĞƐĞĂƌĐŚ
ĂŶĚĚĞǀĞůŽƉŵĞŶƚĞƐƉĞĐŝĂůůǇŝŶƚŚĞĨŝĞůĚŽĨĐŽŵƉŽƐƚŝŶŐ͘

Z'/^dZd/KE&KZD
ƵƐƚƌĂůŝĂŶDĂƐƚĞƌĐůĂƐƐʹƌŝĚŐŝŶŐƚŚĞŽŵƉŽƐƚΘ'ƌŽǁŝŶŐŝǀŝĚĞ

:ƵĚǇůůĂŶ

DŝŬĞ,ŝůů

ƌ'ĞŽĨĨDĂƌƚŝŶ

dŚĞƚǁŽͲĚĂǇĐŽƵƌƐĞŝƐƉƌĞƐĞŶƚĞĚďǇŝŶĚƵƐƚƌǇĞǆƉĞƌƚƐ:ƵĚǇůůĂŶ͕DŝŬĞ,ŝůůĂŶĚƌ'ĞŽĨĨDĂƌƚŝŶ͘dŚĞĐŽƵƌƐĞǁŝůů
ƉƌŽǀŝĚĞĂŶŝŶƐŝŐŚƚŝŶƚŽƚŚĞĨƵŶĚĂŵĞŶƚĂůƐŽĨƚŚĞĐŽŵƉŽƐƚŝŶŐĂŶĚŐƌŽǁŝŶŐƉƌŽĐĞƐƐůĞĂĚŝŶŐƚŽƐƵƐƚĂŝŶĂďůĞ
ƉƌŽĚƵĐƚŝŽŶŽĨƋƵĂůŝƚǇŵƵƐŚƌŽŽŵƐ͘
WůĞĂƐĞĐŝƌĐůĞƚŚĞůŽĐĂƚŝŽŶĨŽƌƚŚĞĞǀĞŶƚǇŽƵǁŝůůĂƚƚĞŶĚ͘ĂĐŚĞǀĞŶƚǁŝůůĐŽŵƉƌŝƐĞƚŚĞĨŽůůŽǁŝŶŐ͗
ĂǇϭʹϭϬ͗ϬϬĂŵʹϴ͗ϬϬƉŵĂǇϮʹϴ͗ϬϬĂŵʹϯ͗ϯϬƉŵ;ŝŶĐůƵĚĞƐĂŚĂůĨĚĂǇ&ĂƌŵdŽƵƌͿ
dŽƵƌͿdŽƵƌͿ
ŽƐƚ͗D'DĞŵďĞƌͲΨϮϬϬͬĂƚƚĞŶĚĞĞEŽŶͲŵĞŵďĞƌͲΨϱϬϬͬĂƚƚĞŶĚĞĞ
ZĞŐŝƐƚƌĂƚŝŽŶƐŵƵƐƚďĞƌĞĐĞŝǀĞĚŶŽůĂƚĞƌƚŚĂŶ&ƌŝĚĂǇϮϳ^ĞƉƚĞŵďĞƌϮϬϭϵ




ǀĞŶƚϭͲE^tʹtŝŶĚƐŽƌ
dŚƵƌƐĚĂǇϭϬKĐƚŽďĞƌΘ&ƌŝĚĂǇϭϭKĐƚŽďĞƌ
&ĂƌŵdŽƵƌʹWƌĞŵŝĞƌDƵƐŚƌŽŽŵƐ

ǀĞŶƚϮͲs/ʹdƵůůĂŵĂƌŝŶĞ
dƵĞƐĚĂǇϭϱKĐƚŽďĞƌΘtĞĚŶĞƐĚĂǇϭϲKĐƚŽďĞƌ
&ĂƌŵdŽƵƌʹWĂƌǁĂŶDƵƐŚƌŽŽŵƐ

ǀĞŶƚϯͲ^ʹĚĞůĂŝĚĞ
dŚƵƌƐĚĂǇϭϳKĐƚŽďĞƌΘ&ƌŝĚĂǇϭϴKĐƚŽďĞƌ
ŽŵƉŽƐƚzĂƌĚdŽƵƌʹWΘ>ZŽŐĞƌƐ

ǀĞŶƚϰͲY>ʹĂďŽŽůƚƵƌĞ
dƵĞƐĚĂǇϮϮKĐƚŽďĞƌΘtĞĚŶĞƐĚĂǇϮϯKĐƚŽďĞƌ
&ĂƌŵdŽƵƌʹ^:tDƵƐŚƌŽŽŵƐ

ƚƚĞŶĚĞĞĚĞƚĂŝůƐ;ƉůĞĂƐĞĨŝůůŽƵƚƚŚĞŝŶĨŽƌŵĂƚŝŽŶŽĨĞĂĐŚƉĞƌƐŽŶĂƚƚĞŶĚŝŶŐƚŚĞĞǀĞŶƚͿ
EĂŵĞ

WŽƐŝƚŝŽŶ

EĂŵĞŽĨƵƐŝŶĞƐƐ
ĚĚƌĞƐƐ

WŽƐƚĐŽĚĞ

WŚŽŶĞŶƵŵďĞƌ

DŽďŝůĞ

/ĨǇŽƵĂƌĞŶŽƚĂŶD'ŵĞŵďĞƌĂŶĚǁŽƵůĚůŝŬĞƚŽŬŶŽǁŵŽƌĞĂďŽƵƚŵĞŵďĞƌƐŚŝƉŽƉƚŝŽŶƐƉůĞĂƐĞĐŽŶƚĂĐƚD'
ZĞůĂƚŝŽŶƐŚŝƉĂŶĚ'ĞŶĞƌĂůDĂŶĂŐĞƌ͕DĂƌƚŝŶĞWŽƵůĂŝŶŽŶϬϰϱϳϰϰϬϮϵϴ͘
WůĞĂƐĞŶŽƚĞƚŚĂƚĐĂŶĐĞůůĂƚŝŽŶƐŵĂĚĞǁŝƚŚŝŶƐĞǀĞŶ;ϳͿĚĂǇƐŽĨƚŚĞĐŽƵƌƐĞĚĂƚĞǁŝůůŝŶĐƵƌĂϱϬйĨĞĞŽĨƚŚĞƚŽƚĂůĂŵŽƵŶƚŽĨ
ƚŚĞĐŽƵƌƐĞƉĞƌĚĞůĞŐĂƚĞ͘ĂŶĐĞůůĂƚŝŽŶƐŽƌŶŽͲƐŚŽǁƐŽŶƚŚĞĚĂƚĞŽĨƚŚĞĞǀĞŶƚǁŝůůŶŽƚďĞƌĞĨƵŶĚĞĚ͘dŚĞĐŽƐƚĨŽƌĞĂĐŚĞǀĞŶƚ
ŝƐŝŶĐůƵƐŝǀĞĂŶĚŝŶĐůƵĚĞƐĂůůƐĞƐƐŝŽŶƐ͕ĨĂƌŵƚŽƵƌƐ͕ƚƌĂǀĞůƚŽĂŶĚĨƌŽŵƚŚĞĨĂƌŵƚŽƵƌĂŶĚĂůůŵĞĂůƐ͘/ĨǇŽƵƌĞƋƵŝƌĞ
ĂĐĐŽŵŵŽĚĂƚŝŽŶ͕ƉůĞĂƐĞĐŽŶƚĂĐƚDĂƌƚŝŶĞWŽƵůĂŝŶŽŶƚŚĞŶƵŵďĞƌĂďŽǀĞ͘
WůĞĂƐĞĞŵĂŝůǇŽƵƌĐŽŵƉůĞƚĞĚZĞŐŝƐƚƌĂƚŝŽŶ&ŽƌŵƚŽŵĂƌƚŝŶĞ͘ƉŽƵůĂŝŶΛĂŵŐĂ͘ĂƐŶ͘ĂƵ
KŶƌĞĐĞŝƉƚŽĨƚŚĞZĞŐŝƐƚƌĂƚŝŽŶ&ŽƌŵĂdĂǆ/ŶǀŽŝĐĞǁŝůůďĞŝƐƐƵĞĚ͘&ƵůůƉĂǇŵĞŶƚŵƵƐƚďĞƌĞĐĞŝǀĞĚƚŽĐŽŶĨŝƌŵĂƚƚĞŶĚĂŶĐĞ͘

ƵƐƚƌĂůŝĂŶDƵƐŚƌŽŽŵ'ƌŽǁĞƌƐƐƐŽĐŝĂƚŝŽŶ>ƚĚ
EϯϬϬϬϭϰϵϭϰϲϭͻWKŽǆϱϳϲ͕ƌŽǁƐEĞƐƚE^tϭϱϴϱͻd͗ϬϮϰϱϳϳϲϴϳϳͻǁǁǁ͘ŵƵƐŚƌŽŽŵƐ͘ŶĞƚ͘ĂƵ
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This project has been funded by Hort Innovation, using the mushroom research and development levy and contributions
from the Australian Government. Hort Innovation is the grower owned, not-for-profit research and development
corporation for Australian horticulture.
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with Horticulture Innovation Australia. This Association welcomes advertising within the Journal. The booking deadline is
6 weeks prior to the publication date.
For further information, please contact AMGA on (02) 4577 6877 or via email using the following LINK.
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